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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Survival data consisting of independent groups of correlated response times arise 
from a variety of situations, such as event times collected from husband and wife pairs, 
siblings, litter mates, distinct components of a machine, or repeated measurements 
on each individual subject. In this dissertation, we restrict our attention to situations 
where response times within groups are not distinguishable, and the marginal survival 
distributions are same for all individuals within any group. Furthermore, the data 
are interval censored, so exact event times are not observed, only the number of 
failures and number of censored individuals are observed within a finite set of time 
intervals. We are interested in estimating marginal survival probabilities and their 
variances and covariances from the observed counts. In this situation, distribution-
free methods are developed for situations involving independent groups of correlated 
response times. This will be referred to as "life-table analysis for correlated response 
times". 
The life-table analysis has been used widely to summarize failure time or event 
time data without assuming any specific parametric distributions for response times. 
Kaplan and Meier (1958) introduced the product limit (PL) and the actuarial (AL) 
estimates of survival probabilities for univariate analysis with independent failure 
times. The PL estimate is consistent under the assumption that censoring only 
2 
occurs at the ends of time intervals. Breslow and Crowley (1974) showed that a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the consistency of the AL estimate of a survival 
probability is that F° satisfy 
f°(i) = i-[i/(i + cfr(i))p, (1-1) 
for some constant c > 0, where H{t) is a cdf of i id censoring times and absolutely 
continuous with density h{t) on a finite time interval, and F°{t) is a cdf of iid failure 
times. They suggest that the uniform distribution is a good approximation for the 
censoring distribution in many cases that satisfy (1.1). 
The Greenwood (1926) formula is commonly used to get the variance of the 
PL and AL estimates of survival probabilities computed from independent response 
t i m e s .  S u p p o s e  w e  h a v e  t i m e  i n t e r v a l s  A f ^  =  ^  ~  1 , 2 , T h e n ,  
define 
q f i =  P r ( a n  i n d i v i d u a l  d i e s  i n  I  h e  s u r v i v e s  b e y o n d  J )  a n d  
Pf^ = Pr(an individual survives beyond A^). 
Then the Greenwood formula for estimating the variance of = (1 — 9i)(l — 
9 2 ) ' - - ( l - 9 / i )  i s  
where Nf^ is the number of observations "at risk" at time and qj^ is an estimate 
of qf^. The PL estimator, for example, uses q^ = where Df^ is the observed 
number of failures in Af^. The Greenwood formula is based on the assumptions that 
Cov{q^,qj) — 0, for i < j and Var(g^) = • Lawless (1982) suggested 
that (1.2) is a reasonable estimate of Ydx{Pj^) when E(7V^) is not too small and the 
number of time intervals is also not too small. When the data contain correlated 
3 
response times, we use the same life-table procedure to get estimates of the marginal 
survival probabilities that Wcis described above for the case when all response times 
are independent. This provides appropriate estimates of survival probabilities, but 
(1.2) is no longer appropriate because the cissumption that Cov(g^',9j) = 0 and 
Var(9^) = are violated. In Chapter 2, we derive a modification of the 
Greenwood formula to appropriately account for within group correlations among 
response times. 
Turnbull's (1974) non-parametric Hkelihood function is based on the product 
limit estimate with censored observations on the left and some on the right. He intro­
duced an algorithm to get a "self-consistent estimator" and showed that the estimator 
is unique consistent maximum likelihood estimate under fairly general assumptions 
with existence of failures during any time interval. A concept of a "self-consistent 
estimator" was defined by Efron (1967). Campbell (1981) and Hanley and Parnes 
(1983) studied non-parametric maximum likelihood estimation for a bivariate survival 
function when the response times are interval censored. These methods assume that 
there is a clear distinction between each member of a pair, such as male and female 
siblings, right and left eyes. Campbell (1981) showed that the resulting maximum 
likelihood estimator is a self-consistent estimator. He also examined the existence 
and uniqueness of the estimator, and showed that the matrix of the second partial 
derivatives of the loglikelihood function is non-positive definite. Consequently, the 
loglikelihood is unimodal and the MLE is unique up to possible flat spots. 
The consistency of the PL estimator was studied by Winter et al. (1978), Foldes 
et al. (1980), and Foldes and Rejto (1981) for the univariate case with exact failure 
times. Winter et al. (1978) and Foldes et al. (1980) proved the uniform consistency 
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of the PL estimator with ratio o ^ •\/logn/n^/'^j without imposing any continuity 
conditions on either the survival function for the failure time or the survivor function 
for the censoring times. Foldes and Rejto (1981) showed that uniformly almost sure 
consistency with rate 0{-\/logn/y/n) assuming that the survival functions of failure 
times and censoring times are continuous, where n is total number of responses. 
Horvath (1983) showed the consistency of a the multivariate PL estimator, computed 
from multivariate exact failure times, under the assumption that the joint survival 
function of multivariate failure times is continuous. 
There is another approach based on counting processes, to prove consistency 
of the PL estimator. Fleming and Harrington (1991), and Andersen et al. (1993) 
considered N{t), the number of observed failures in [0, f], as univariate counting 
process and Y{t) is the number at risk just prior to time t. They assumed that 
survivor function of a failure time random variable T is absolutely continuous and 
the number at risk Y{t) converges to oo as n goes to oo to prove uniformly consistency 
of PL estimator using the Lenglart (1977) inequahty. 
Tsai and Crowley (1986) proposed a family of estimators of a bivariate survival 
function assuming that the survival function for the failure times and the survivor 
function for the censoring times are both absolutely continuous. These estimators 
are uniformly consistent under bivariate censoring and are self-consistent under uni­
variate censoring. They showed that the estimators are always survival functions. 
Dabrowska (1988) proposed a new estimator of a multivariate survival function with 
a faster rate of convergence than the Tsai et al. (1986) estimator. Pruitt (1991) 
identified some cases in which negative mass is assigned by Dabrowska's estimator. 
Consequently, Dabrowska's estimator does not necessarily provide a proper multi-
5 
variate survivor function. 
Independence of failures and censoring was assumed in all papers reviewed above. 
This assumption is also used throughout this dissertation. In Chapter 2, PL and AL 
estimates that ignore correlations within groups are considered as point estimates 
of marginal survival probabilities, and a modification of the Greenwood formula is 
derived to estimate their variances. This approach does not require the estimation of 
a bivariate survival function, but we must estimate bivariate conditional probabilities 
of the form 
I ^ij  ^ ^/i—l)' 
where X^j is the failure time for the unit in group. Furthermore, large sample 
properties of the PL and AL estimates are examined. 
Maximum likelihood estimates are developed in Chapter 3 under the same as­
sumption for the censoring mechanism as used for the PL estimates. Maximum 
likelihood estimates are more difficult to compute than the life-table estimates con­
sidered in Chapter 2 and they are not easily extended beyond the bivariate case, but 
they provide a reference for assessing the efficiency of the estimators considered in 
Chapter 2. The bias and relative efficiency of the various estimators are compared 
through simulation studies in Chapter 4. The effects of strength of correlation be­
tween responses within groups, the level of censoring, the number of time intervals, 
and sample size are examined. Estimates of variances from the Greenwood formula 
and the modified Greenwood formula are compared. Differences between these vari­
ance estimates depend mostly on the correlation between responses within groups. 
In Chapter 5, we review tests for the equality of two survival distributions given 
independent and univariate event times. Then a test is developed for the situation 
6 
involving independent groups of correlated response times where entire groups are 
randomly assigned to different treatments. 
The proposed methods are illustrated with a life-table analysis of survival times 
for angioplasty procedures used to reduce obstructions to blood flow in the legs of 
patients treated at the Iowa Heart Center in Des Moines, Iowa between 1987 and 
1991. The analysis includes 159 angioplasty procedures performed on 115 patients. 
Different patients are assumed to respond independently of each other, but failure 
times for procedures performed on the same patient are allowed to be correlated. 
7 
CHAPTER 2. MULTIVARIATE LIFE-TABLE ANALYSIS 
Life-table analysis is one of the oldest statistical methods used to analyze survival 
data and it is widely used in medical, actuarial, and industrial reliability studies. 
Little consideration, however, has been given to multivariate life-table analysis. 
In this chapter, we consider the situation where there are groups, or cohorts 
of correlated event times, but an event time from one group is independent of any 
event time from any other group. This situation arises, for example, when time to 
appearance of a certain type of tumor is monitored for mice from the same litter, or 
time to restitution is monitored for more than one angioplasty procedure per patient. 
We assume members of a group are not distinguishable from each other, and the 
marginal event time distribution is the same for each response. Under this situation, 
we consider the problem of estimating the common marginal survival probabilities 
through a non-parametric methods using life-tables. Estimates of variances and co-
variances of the estimated survival probabilities are obtained from an extension of the 
well known Greenwood formula. S-plus functions for computing life-table estimates 
are displayed in Appendix C. 
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2.1 Random Censorship Model 
2.1.1 Statistical model 
The bivariate case is mainly considered in this chapter for notational convenience, 
but more general multivariate cases involving groups with more than two response 
times, or groups with different numbers of response times can be derived in a similar 
manner. 
Let {{X°^,X°2)}j for i = 1,2, • • • ,n, be independent pairs of true failure times 
with joint survival distribution S{3,t) = Pr(X°j > s,X°2 > ')• Let for 
i = 1,2, • • •, n, be independent pairs of censoring variables from the joint distribution 
C{s,t) = Pr(Vr^-i > 3,W^2 ^ 0- The variables XiiiX^i2^hh^i2 observed, where 
Xii = min(Xa, Wii), Xi2 = min(X?2, 
Let G(s,t)  = Pt(X^i > s,X^2 > 0 be the joint distribution of (X^I j X ^q )' We 
will assume that {(X°j,X°2)} is independent of Most procedures for 
life-table analysis are based on this assumption. 
This bivariate model was previously considered by Campbell (1981), Dabrowska 
(1988), and Pruitt (1991). Campbell studied non-parametric maximum likelihood es­
timation for the situation where there is a clear distinction between the first member 
and second member of each pair. Dabrowska introduced a bivariate analogue of the 
Kaplan-Meier estimator, but Pruitt describes conditions under which this estimator 
does not yield a proper survival function. Clayton (1978) and Clayton and Cuzick 
and 
1 
0 if Xij = Wij, where j  = 1,2. 
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I 
(1985) used bivariate life-tables merely to estimate the eissociation parameter in a 
bivariate proportional hazards model for disease incidence in ordered pairs of indi­
viduals. Their bivariate model is a frailty model derived from certain assumptions 
about conditional hazards. 
2.1.2 Life-table quantities 
Consider a study consisting of 2n subjects, where failure times are subject to 
right censoring. Furthermore, consider the situation where each subject is inspected 
at a finite set of m times 0 < ti < t2 < • • • < tm < oo> so exact response times are not 
observed. Instead, the responses are interval censored, i.e., it is only known whether 
a subject failed or was censored between two adjacent inspection times. Denote the 
m time intervals by Af^ = ~ i^i where ig = 0- An individual 
is said to be "at risk" at time if the event has not yet occured by time and 
the individual was not censored before time The quantities used to construct a 
life-table are: 
Nj^ = Number of observations "at risk" at time 
= E > *h-i)  + > 'A-i)} 
i=l 
— Number of failures in AJ^ = 
= EM^ii e = 1) + A-?i2 s Ah,6i2 = 1)) 
i=l 
Cf^ = Number of withdrawals in J, 
where I{x) is an indicator function, which is 1 if x is true, and zero otherwise. 
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2.2 PL Estimate 
2.2.1 Definition 
The conditional failure probability in time interval Af^ is  
qf^ = Pr(an individual dies in | he survives beyond A^_j) 
the unconditional survival probability is 
Pfi = Pr(an individual survives beyond A^). 
Kaplan and Meier (1958) first studied the properties of the PL(product limit) estima­
tor and the AL(actuarial) estimator of Pf^ in the univariate case. The fundamental 
papers of Kaplan and Meier (1958) and Chiang (1961), Gilbert (1962), Efron (1967), 
Breslow (1969,1970), Thomas (1972), Breslow and Crowley (1974) contributed to the 
development of the theoretical properties of these estimators. Breslow and Crowley 
(1974) outlined a general theory for the large sample properties in the univariate case 
where any subject is assumed to respond independently of any other subject. 
We will consider properties of the PL and AL estimators for when the study 
consists of n pairs of subjects where each subject responds independently of any 
other subject from any other pair, but responses for subjects in the same pair can be 
correlated. The PL estimator ignoring pairs is defined as 
h = 9l)(l - 92) • • • (1 -
where This will be called the "PL estimator ignoring pairs or groups" or 
h 




2.2.2 Large sample properties of 
Let i  = 1,2, • • • ,n be n independent and identically distributed life times 
with survivor function S{t), and let i = 1,2, • • •, n be iid life times with the same 
survival function S{t). However X^i is not necessary independent of X12- Properties 
A 
of Pf^ will be examined for both the no censoring case and the censoring case. 
2.2.2.1 The case with no censored observations. Establishing the consis-
A 
tency of is straightforward when there is no censoring. Define 
/  ~ i f  111 f  121"'  1 /im' /2I1 • • •' /2m' /3I''' *' /Sm' ' /ml'"''' /mm)i 
1 ?  =  - - j ' ^ m b ' ' '  
where is the number of pairs where the first unit is observed to fail during 
time interval {t}i—i,tfi] and the second unit is observed to fail during time interval 
'^hh'joint failure probability corresponding to Then, / 
has a multinomial distribution with parameters n and •&. It follows that as n —> 00, 
the distribution of — nd) converges to a multivariate normal distribution 
with mean 0 and covariance matrix, diag(i?) — 
Now define the following quantities: 
/l = (ui,u2,u3,**-)«m)', 
where is the number of failures during time interval 
experienced by the subjects listed first in the pairs, and 
/2 = ("l'"2'"3'""'W' 
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where Vf^ = is the number of failures experienced during time interval 
subjects listed second in the pairs. Also define a vector of marginal 
failure probabilities as 
TT = (7ri,7r2,--v,Tm)', 
where 
TT^ = ^ I ^5(0;) I = Pr(an individual dies in 
is the failure probability for time interval These quantities can be ex­
pressed eis linear functions of / or t? as follows: 
/l — 
/2 = 1 <S> Irnxmf — 
where 
A 2 mxm^ 
( \ 
1 1 - - - 1  0 0 - - - 0  0 0 - - - 0  0 0 - - - 0  
0 0 -  - 0  1 1 - - - 1  0 0 - - - 0  0 0 - - - 0  
0 0 - - - 0  0 0 - - - 0  0 0 - - - 0  1 1 - - - 1  
B 2 = 
mxm^ 
1 0 0 - - 0  1 0 0 - - - 0  1 0 0 - - - 0  1 0 0 - - - 0  
010 --0 010---0 OlOvO 010---0 
0 0 0 - - 1  0 0 0 - - - 1  0 0 0 - - - 1  000 • • • 1 
Since either member of the pair could be arbitrarily designated as the first mem­
ber, the restriction, tt = Ad = Bd is imposed. Let (/i'>/20'^® /* (tt', 7r)'be 
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TT*. It follows that as n —> oo, the distribution of y/n — rnr*) converges to a 
multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix, 
S = A 
B 
{diag{'d) — A B] 
diag{'K) — tttt'  diag[d) — t t t  
diag(if) — TTTT' diag{Tr) — TTTT' 
m 
(2.1) 
UU+Vh Now consider qj^ = ^ where Nf^ = X] X/ '"i number of 
i=h i=h 
* individuals "at risk". Each qj is a smooth function of / . Thus y/n^q — q ) ~  
Ar(0,nS *) as n —> oo and S * can be obtained from the Delta method. 
* * 
It immediately follows that qj^ is a consistent estimate of 
+ s(iA-i) • 
where S{ti^ is the true unknown value of the underlying marginal survivor function. 
A A 
Finally, is also a consistent estimate of because Pf^ is a continuous function 
of 9^. Let us now turn to the censored case, which is more complicated than the no 
censoring case. 
2.2.2.2 The case with censored observations. Let i = 1,2, • • •,n be n 
independent and identically distributed (i id) failure times with survivor function S(t)  
and let  i  = 1,2,  • •  •  ,n  be i id failure t imes with the same survivor function S(i) .  
X^l and X^2 need not be independent. Let i = 1,2, • • •, n be n independent and 
identically distr ibuted censoring t imes with survivor function C(t),  and let  W12, i  — 
1,2, • • •, n be iid censoring times with the same survivor function C{t). Independence 
14 
of and Wj2 is not necessary but it is assumed that the censoring mechanism does 
not affect the true life times. Define 
/  ~ (f l l ' f l2 ' ' ' '  yf lmi /2I '"  '  1 f2mi /3I ' '  "  '  fZmi ' /ml '"" '  f fnm) 
and 
1? = -
where is the number of pairs such that the first unit is observed to fail during 
time interval and the second unit is observed to fail during time interval 
the joint failure probability corresponding to Define 
d = * •  •  >'^lm'/21'  • • ' '  ^ 2mi^^\i ' ' '  '^^ml' '" '  i^Tnm) 
and 
1/ = (i/ll, 1/12, • • •, nm' ^ ^21' • • •' ^ 2m^ »'31 >•••' ''3m. •••••;, ^ ^ml 
where is the number of pairs such that the first unit is observed to fail during time 
interval and the second unit is censored during time interval 
and is the joint probability corresponding to dj^j^'. Define 
~ (^11'^^12' • • • '^lm''^21''''' ^ 2m'^31' •'' ''''3m' ''^ml'''' i^Tnm) 
and 
^ ~ (^11' ^12'" •'^Im' ^21' • " ' S2mi6'6\i"" '^3m' ' Sml^" ' •> Q'mm)t 
where c^/j'is the number of pairs such that the first unit is censored during time inter­
val and the second unit is observed to fail during time interval 
and QJifi'is the joint probability corresponding to c^^'. Finally, define 
9 — (fl'11'5'12' • •' 'fl'lm'fl'21' •'' '52m'fl'31'''' '^3m' 'fi'ml' *'' lOmm) 
15 
and 
where is the number of pairs such that the first unit is censored during time 
interval and the second unit is censored during time interval 
and is the joint probability corresponding to These vectors are combined 
into large vectors 
v = {f,d;,c',gy, 
and 
Then, V heis a multinomial distribution with parameters n  and 0. It follows from 
the  mul t ivar ia te  cen t ra l  l imi t  tha t  as  n  —> oo ,  the  d i s t r ibu t ion  of  \ /n~^{V — nO)  
converges to multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix, 
diag{Q) — 00'. 
Now define the following quantities: 
where is the number of failures and wj^ is the number of censored units during 
time interval experienced by the subjects listed'first in the pairs, and 
/2 = (ui, U2, • • •, um, ^ ^1, • • •' 
where is the number of failures and is the number of censored units experienced 
during time interval for the subjects listed second in the pairs. 
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where tt^ and are the failure probability and censoring probability, respectively 
such that 
n  = P'(</ . - l  <  S  i / . .  X i j  <  Wi j )  =  C(x)  I JS (x )  I 
and 
'^ (®) I I • 
These quantities can be expressed as linear functions of V or 0 as follows: 
fi = QV, 
f2 = RV, 




A A 0  0 
0  0  A A 
^2mx4m2 
B O B  0 
0 B 0 5 
A 2 mxm^ 
1 1 - - - 1  0 0 - - - 0  0 0 - - - 0  0 0 - - - 0  
0 0 - - - 0  1 1 - - - 1  0 0 - - - 0  0 0 - - - 0  
0 0 - - - 0  0 0 - - - 0  0 0 - - - 0  1 1 - - - 1  
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B 2 =  
mxm^ 
^  1 0 0 - - - 0  1 0 0 - - - 0  1 0 0 - - - 0  1 0 0 - - - 0  
0 1 0 - - - 0  0 1 0 - - - 0  0 1 0 - - - 0  0 1 0 - - - 0  
OOO-.-l 000---1 000---1 OOO-.-l 
Let (/i',/2Tbe /* and ((^', ^Jbe It follows that as n —> oo, the distribution 
ofVW(/*- n<f>^) converges to a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and 
covariance matrix, 
S = Q 
R 
{diag{Q)-QQ) [ q  R] .  (2.2) 
TTt 
As in the no censoring case, ,where NJ^ = [u^ + + z^), 
^  i=h  
i s  a qjs are smooth function  of f^. Thus ,  y /n{q  — q*') ~ iV(0 ,  nT,^) as n —> oo and 
can be obtained from (2.2) by the Delta method based. 
It follows that is a consistent estimate of 




E i'^i + n) = '5(*/i-l)C(</i-l). 
i=h  
^-k % = j l ^_^Cix) \dS{x) \  
S(<A-l)C(<6_i) • (2.3) 
\ C// \ 
In general q^ may not be equal to —D""^' necessarily a consis­
tent estimate of qj^. Furthermore, if we have 2n independent observations that are 
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subject to random censorship as described in section 2.1, £(9^) has exactly the same 
formula as equation (2.3). 
The large sample properties of the AL estimate can be derived in a similar way. 
Thus, consistency properties of the PL and AL estimators in the univariate case are 
the same as those for the PL and AL estimators when pairs are ignored. Variances of 
the PL and AL estimators are affected by correlation within pair and this is discussed 
in the next section. 
Breslow and Crowley (1974) proposed a necessary and sufficient condition, relat­
ing the survival and censoring distributions, for the consistency of the AL estimator 
for the univariate Ccise. They examined finite sample bias of the AL estimates for 
estimating the survival probability through simulation study and concluded that the 
bias will not be serious unless the number of intervals is fewer than ten. 
2.2.3 Variance of the PL estimator 
2.2.3.1 Notation of conditional binary responses. In this section we de­
rive a modification to the Greenwood formula for the variance of the PL estimator 
computed from independent groups of correlated responses. We start by formulating 
interval and right censored survival data as conditional binary responses. The data 
consist of n independent pairs, or groups, and the groups may consist of individual 
life times, which are not independent each other. 
For the AL estimator, 9^ is equal to and is 
c(^) I <is(x) I 
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Define the random variable 
^hij ' 
1 if observational unit j  in group i  fails 
during interval h given success up to 
0 if observational unit j in group i succeeds or 
censored during interval h given success up to 
where h  =  1,2, • • •, m intervals, i = 1,2, • • •, n groups and j  =  1,2, • • •, observa­
tional units. Yf^^j is not defined for any observational unit that has failed or been 
censored prior to Also, Yf^^j and correspond to the same unit if j = j', 
and Yf^j^j and are independent if i ^ z'. 
2.2.3.2 Formula for Covj^ j^{Y j^^ j ,Y j^ j^ j ) .  Since Y^j^ j  is a "Bernoulli" random 
variable, the mean and variance for Yf^^j can be constructed easily as 
and 
v^h(yh i j ) =Hiy 'h i j )  -  Whi i f =HiYuj )  -  myhi j r -
The subscript h  of and Var^ indicates the conditional mean and variance 
of a unit surviving to time and the subscript hh of Covj^j^ and indicates 
conditional covariance on both units surviving to time 
For two units in the same group and at risk in the same interval, 
Since 
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1 if observational units j  and j  in group i  both fail 
^hij^hij'~ ' during time interval h given success up to 
0 otherwise, 
^hhiYhijYhif) — Pr(Jr,j G (^/i—1»^/i]>G { th—l j th]  I  Xi j  >  
Sj th -u th- i )  -  2S( th , th - i )  +  S i th , th )  
assuming and 
^hhO^hij) ~ ^ i^h—h^h} I ^ij ^  ^h—l] 
S{ th- i , th - l )  
where S( , ) is the joint survival function of X^j and Xj^j', and assume that Xj^j and 
X^j' are exchangeable random variables. 
2.2.3.3 Formula for For results on two units in the same 
group during different time intervals, 
^^^hh^hij' ^hhO^hij ^hh^hij )^hh^Kij^' 
Since 
1 if observational unit j  fails during h  and 
J  fails during h '  in group i  given success for unit 
j up to and success for unit / up to i^'_j 
0 otherwise, 
"^hhiYhijYmf) — Pr G ( , th—l t ih , ] iX i fG I Xi j  > Xi f  > f/i—l] 
_ - S{th,th'-i) - S(th-i,th^ + S{th,th,^ 
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where S( , ) is a joint survival function of X^j  and X^y ,  and assume that h  <  K.  
Now and are 
^hhiyhij) ~ \^ij ^ I'^/il I ^ l] 
^hhO^Iiij) ~ I ^ij ^  ^h—h^ij'^ l] 
^ ih-vh- i )  
s{ th -h ih- i )  -
^ ih ' -hh- i )  
However Govf^f^{Y'f^^j,Yf£j) should be zero because Pr[X,j 6 ith-i,th] \ = 
0 when h < h'. 
Moments for the conditional binary responses are needed to obtain the 
variances of the PL estimates. Next, consider the covariance matrix of the estimates 
of the p^'s, where pf^ = 1 — qj^ and the covariance matrix of the estimates of the 
Ph^-
2.2.3.4 Covariance matrix of P^'s. The conditional survival probability, 
i s  1  -  and pf^  = Pr( r  >tf^ \T> ,where  Pf^  = Pv{Xi j  > t j ^ ) .  
The PL estimator for is p^ = 1 — 
h  
Now can be defined as nice function of YJ^^j. 
( n '"'hi 
Df^ = Number of units to fail in = Z) D ^hij I' ^hi is the 
\ i=l j=l  
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number of units at risk in group in interval, and iV^ is the number of units 
n  
at risk at time such that ^ 
i=l 
Define the vector D aa 
^ = (^1)^2'^3' iDm)  
n  ( ^ l i  "2z "3z ^mi  
~  ^2 i j ^  ' £ 
z=l \j=l j=l j=l j=l 
Thus Vav{Dfj) caji be expressed as the function of covariances of Var(D^) = 
^ n '"•hi \ 
Var E E ykij • Since CoVkkinirYkfj-) = «• 
V = l j = l  )  
n '"'hi n 
Var(C/i) = E E + 
i=lj=l i=l 
= + 2 E K^fio^kh'Xhir ifti/). (2.4) 
i=l 
where Kf^j^ = ("2O' = 0 if < 1. If we consider just paired life time 
data, is exactly the same eis the number of pairs at risk at time 
(i.e., the number of pairs for which both units survive through time 
/  n  ^h i  n  ' "h i  \  
The covariance of and D^' is equal to Gov ^ ^hiji ^Kij 
\ i=l j=l  i=l j=l  )  
Since Cov{Yi^ij,Yf^^j') = 0, 
n ('"hi ^hi 
Cov(Bft,£>j.) = E Gov E yhip E yhil 
i=l \j=l i=l 
n  
= Kf,hCov{Yhij,Yf^ij'), ' (2.5) 
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n 
where ~ assumed that Cov{Yf^^j, Yfi'ij') are same for 
z = l  
all i's. 
The most commonly used formula for the variance of the survival probability 
estimate was suggested by Greenwood (1926) assuming Cov{p^,pj) = 0, if i ^ and 
Var(p/j) = in univariate case. However the eissumptions should be 
changed for the multivariate life time data. A modified Greenwood formula can be 
obtained as follows. 
Since = pip2 Ph^ then Cov(P^) « dVtf'by delta method, 
where 
d  =  
'dfi 'd^ 
2a 2a 







^ ^ ^ 
^1 ap^  






f ,  
H  }  Wh 
A A 
Since Var(P;j) is the diagonal vector of Cov(P^), 
Var(4) = PI E E ^  
i = l j  =  l  PtPj  
p2  V  1 r2  Gov(p i ,p j )  
-  +  ^ h2^1^  — — '  
i=l  Pi  i= i  j ^ i  PiPj  
(2.6) 
which looks like Greenwood formula with an additional part. Evaluation of (2.6) 
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requires numerical values for Var(p^) and Cov(p^,p^') and their estimates. Here, 
= and Cov(pft,py) = 
Thus, using (2.4) and (2.5), estimates of Var(p^) and Cov(;p^,;p^') are 
Var(Z)/j) 
where 
-  „  [ikh  -  (hh)^ )  
- w , _i^i 7N 
: (JVa)2 • 
Covfo. D.V -(p;„P,) 
^ ^ ^hh'ihh'- hhh^2hh) 
mh-
qj^ is an estimate of Ef^{Yf^^j), 
qhh is an esiim&teolEhhiYhijYhif), 
hh is an estimate of Ef^l^{YJ^ij), 
qhh'is an estimate of 
hhh' is estimate of E}^}^{Y}^ij), and 
«2/i/i'is an estimate of E^;^<y';j'-). 
These estimators are described in section 4.2.1 of Chapter 4. 
2.3 AL Estimate 
(2.8) 
If the number of censored observations, C/j, is not zero in ^ht^h 
might be expected to underestimate the conditional failure probability, because 
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some of the censored observations at could actually fail in that time in­
terval. Therefore, an adjustment of D^jN^ is desirable. The most commonly used 
formula for the estimation of is 
The denominator iV^ — C^/2 is called the "adjusted number at risk" and its notation 
is N\. The using iV'^ is the so-called standard life-table estimate or actuarial 
estimate. In this paper, it is called the AL estimate. 
The variance of the AL estimate ignoring pairs is not much diiferent from that of 
the PL estimate ignoring pairs because there are corresponding quantities in numer­
ator and denominator of (2.6) that are adjusted in a similar way. Formulas for these 
additional adjustments to (2.7) and (2.8) are presented in section 4.2.2 of Chapter 4. 
2.4 Flexibility for General Multivariate Response Times 
The previous methods are easily extended to situations involving correlated re­
sponse times occuring in groups of different sizes, i.e., singletons, some pairs, some 
triplets, some quadruples, and so on. Point estimates of marginal survival probabili­
ties are simply obtained from a life-table method where the grouping is ignored. 
To evaluate modified Greenwood formula for variances and covariances, the quan­
tities with double subscripts hh, hK, or hi in (2.8) and (2.7) are computed from 
information provided by the pairs, triplets, quadruples ... , but the singletons are 
not used to estimate these quantities. The singletons are used along with the pairs, 
triplets, quadruples ... to estimate the quantities with single subscript in (2.8) and 
(2.7). To estimate the quantities with double subscripts, we need to make all possible 
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pairs for each triplet, each quadruple, etc .... It is assumed that the any original pair 
or any pair obtained from a triplet, or a quadruple, etc, has the same bivariate joint 
distribution. Therefore, the data contain 3 pairs for each triplet, 6 pairs for each 
quadruple, etc ... that can be used to estimate the quantities with double subscripts 
hh, hh\ or hi. These are simply inserted into the formulas given in section 4.2 of 
Chapter 4. 
Hence, the modified Greenwood formula is easily applied to situations where 
there are independent cohorts of correlated response times of varying sizes, including 
singletons. This extension is used in the following example. 
2.5 Example 
2.5.1 Description of the angioplasty study 
The data were obtained from 301 patients treated by doctors at the Iowa Heart 
Center in Des Moines, Iowa, between 1987 and 1991. Each patient underwent at least 
one angioplasty procedure to remove or reduce obstructions in leg blood vessels. Some 
patients underwent more than one angioplasty procedure involving blood vessels in 
different legs or different parts of the same leg. There were 484 procedures performed 
on the 301 patients. 
Only procedures that satisfied the criterion for initial clinical success were in­
cluded in the life-table analysis of failure times. A procedure was defined as an initial 
clinical success if the ankle-arm index(AAI) recorded after completion of the proce­
dure was at least 0.1 larger than the AAI recorded immediately before procedures. 
The AAI is the blood pressure reading taken near the ankle divided by a correspond­
ing blood pressure reading taken in the arm on the same side of the body. This is 
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a measure of relative blood flow in the leg. The initial success criterion reduced the 
data set to 159 procedures performed on 115 patients. There were 79 patients with a 
single procedure, 30 with 2 procedures, 4 with 3 procedures, and 2 with 4 procedures. 
The angioplasty data set is presented in Appendix D. 
2.5.2 Life-table analysis 
The procedures were inspected at 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 30, 36, 42, and 
54 months after the operation. A procedure was considered to have failed if the 
AAI was no longer 0.1 larger than the pre-operation level. There are two types 
of censored observations. The first type corresponds to procedures that is lost to 
following up and no information is recorded after some inspection time. The other 
type corresponds to right censored observations for subject still available for followup 
that are caused by allowing subjects to continually enter the study between 1987 and 
1991 but terminating observation on all subjects at the end of 1991. However these 
two types are considered identically in life-table analysis as withdrawals. The results 
for the PL estimator are presented in Table 2.1 and the results for the AL estimator 
are shown in Table 2.2. The estimated survival curves obtained from the PL and AL 
methods are presented at Figure 2.1. Variance from the modified Greenwood formula 
is slightly larger than those provided by the unmodified Greenwood formula. The 
differences between the modified and unmodified Greenwood formula are not large 
in this case because the data contain many independent singletons. 
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Table 2.1: Life-table for PL computed from angioplasty data 
interval «o f  it of It at 
in months failures withdrawals risk 
Ah Dh Ch Nh l -qh  PL usd(PL) msd(PL) 
(0,3] 18 33 159 0.887 0.887 0.0251 0.0256 
(3,6] 10 22 108 0.907 0.805 0.0336 0.0356 
(6,9] 11 14 76 0.855 0.688 0.0434 0.0457 
(9,12] 2 11 51 0.961 0.661 0.0457 0.0476 
(12,15] 1 5 38 0.974 0.644 0.0477 0.0494 
(15,18] 1 7 32 0.969 0.624 0.0503 0.0568 
(18,21] 0 2 24 1.000 0.624 0.0503 0.0568 
(21,24] 1 5 22 0.955 0.595 0.0554 0.0609 
(24,30] 3 5 16 0.813 0.484 0.0735 0.0753 
(30,36] 0 2 8 1.000 0.484 0.0735 0.0754 
(36,42] 0 4 6 1.000 0.484 0.0735 0.0755 
(42,54] 0 1 2 1.000 0.484 0.0735 0.0755 
(54,oo) 1 0 1 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.0000 
j|: Number 
u8d(PL): Standard deviation of PL estimate from unmodified Greenwood formula 
msd(PL); Standard deviation of PL estimate from modified Greenwood formula 
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Table 2.2: Life-table for AL computed from angioplasty data 
interval It of it of Adj. 
in months failures withdrawals it at 





AL usd(AL) msd(AL) 
(0,3] 18 33 142.5 0.874 0.874 0.0278 0.0283 
(3,6] 10 22 97.0 0.897 0.784 0.0368 0.0384 
(6,9] 11 14 69.0 0.841 0.659 0.0463 0.0481 
(9,12] 2 11 45.5 0.956 0.630 0.0486 0.0500 
(12,15] 1 5 35.5 0.972 0.612 0.0504 0.0516 
(15,18] 1 7 28.5 0.965 0.591 0.0530 0.0594 
(18,21] 0 2 23.0 1.000 0.591 0.0530 0.0594 
(21,24] 1 5 19.5 0.949 0.560 0.0583 0.0636 
(24,30] 3 5 13.5 0.778 0.436 0.0779 0.0792 
(30,36] 0 2 7.0 1.000 0.436 0.0779 0.0792 
(36,42] 0 4 4.0 1.000 0.436 0.0779 0.0792 
(42,54] 0 1 1.5 1.000 0.436 0.0779 0.0792 
(54,oo) 1 0 1.0 0.000 0.000 0.0000 0.0000 
j|: Number 
usd(AL): Standard deviation of AL estimate from unmodified Greenwood formula 
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of PL and AL survival curves for angioplasty data 
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CHAPTER 3. MAXIMUM LIKELfflOOD ESTIMATION OF 
SURVIVAL PROBABILITIES 
3.1 Likelihood Function 
3.1.1 Univariate case 
Kaplan and Meier (1958) derived the product limit estimator of the survivor 
function as a maximum likelihood estimator under the case of fixed censorship. Turn-
bull (1974) derived the likelihood function for interval censored data that are subject 
to both right and left random censoring. This is commonly called doubly censored 
data, and Turnbull referred to right censored observations as "losses" and left cen­
sored observations as "late entries". Turnbull (1974) established sufficient conditions 
for the existence and uniqueness of the consistent maximum likelihood estimates. 
He also gave explicit expressions for the variances and covariances of the asymptotic 
normal distribution in the case where the number of time intervals remains fixed as 
the number of respondents becomes large. 
Suppose we observe an exact failure or censoring time for each subject. 
can be defined as X^ = min(J'^^°, VV^), where X° is the true survival time, with 
survival probability Pj^ = Pr(X° > and Wj is the censoring time with = 
Pr(VV^ > tfi)- Now suppose that subjects are inspected only at a finite set of time 
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points 0 < < <2 < • • • < < oo> so it is only known whether a failure or censoring 
event occured between two inspection times. Exact times are not observed. These 
are called interval censored data. Turnbull (1974) assumed that the withdrawals, 
can only occur at the end of a time interval (th—ijifi]- This assumption was also 
made by Kaplan and Meier (1958) in their previous development of the "product limit 
estimator". Turnbull also assumed that censoring times are independent of failure 
times. Under those assumptions, has a discrete distribution and the likelihood 
function is proportional to 
m 
i = n - Ph)''HPhf''ah''''sh% (3-1) 
k=i 
where is the number of failures observed in and is the number of 
withdrawals at and — Pr(Wj = i^). Since we are only interested in estimating 
the survival probabilities {P/j}, we only need to maximize 
m 
E (Ph- i  -  Phf 'W' '  (3-2) 
h=l 
subject to the constraints that 1 > > ^^2 — '" — > 0- We note that (3.2) 
can also be derived under an assumption of fixed censorship. 
3.1.2 Bivariate case 
In this Chapter, Turnbull's procedure will be extended to the bivariate case where 
both members of each pair have the same marginal survival distribution. Kaplan and 
Meier (1958) and Turnbull (1974) expressed the non-parametric likelihood function in 
terms of survival probabilities, but it is more convenient to express the likelihood in 
terms of the joint failure probabilities {ir^j} for the time intervals to avoid constrained 
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maximization of the likelihood function. Following Turnbull (1974), we will assume 
that censored observations can only occur at the end of a time interval. 
There are four cases for bivariate life time data: 
(i) Both units are observed to fail. 
(ii) The first unit is observed to fail and second unit is censored. 
(iii) The first unit is censored and the second unit is observed to fail. 
(iv) Both units are censored. 
In the following development each member of a pair is assumed to have the same 
marginal distribution, so no distinction is made with respect to order. Hence case 
(ii) can not be distinguished from case (iii). Consequently, both the likelihood and the 
estimates obtained from maximizing the likelihood should be invariant to ordering 
within pairs. This is achieved by including appropriate symmetry constraints on the 
parameters in the likelihood function. 
Define four tables(F, CI, C2, and CC)  corresponding to the four cases listed 
above, and denote the elements of those tables as follows: F^j is the number of pairs 
where the first unit of the pair fails in (<i_i, and the second unit fails in tj\, 
Cl^j is the number of pairs where the first unit of the pair fails in (i^—i, and the 
second unit is censored at ij. C2^j is the number of pairs where the first unit is 
censored at and the second unit fails in and CC^j is the number of 
pairs where the first unit of the pair is censored at and the second unit is censored 
a t  t j .  
Thus the total number of pairs is 
m m 
" = E E Cij + ciy + C2ij + coij). 
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We need to know the probability function for each case to establish the likelihood 
function. The notation for survival data established in Chapter 2 is also used here. 
Define the following quantities: 
Ti j  = Pv{Wi>t i ,W2>t j )  
A i j  =  ?v iWi>t i ,W2=t j )  
Ei j  =  Pr( l^ i  =  t i ,  W2 >  t j )  
Ty = Pr(W^l = ^i,W2=<i)• 
Also, 8^ is 1 if the unit is not censored, otherwise 8^ is zero. 
Define a  = m+1, tQ  = 0, ajid =ta  = oo.  Then, the probability function 
for each case is as follows: For the first case, 
Fv{ t i_ i<Xi<t^ , t j_ l<X2<t j ,S i  =  l ,82  =  l )  
=  Pv{ t i_ i<Xf  <t i , t j_ i<X^<t j ,Wi>t i ,W2>t j )  
— TT* •'Y*• • IJ  
since the distribution for failure times and censoring times are independent. For the 
second case, 
Pr(<i_i <Xi< < X2 < tj,8i = 1,<52 = 0) 
= < Xf < t i ,X^  >  t j ,  Wi  >  t i ,  W2 =  t j )  
where j^j = Similarly, for the third case, 
Fv{ t i_ i<Xi<t i , t j_ i<X2<t j ,8 i=0,S2  = l )  
^Pr{Xf>t i , t j_ -^<X^<t j ,Wi=t i ,W2>t j )  
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where rj^j = fourth case, where times are right censored for 
both members of the pair, 
P r ( i i _ i  <  X i  <  < X 2 <  t j , S i  =  0 , 6 2  =  0 )  
= ?v{X^>t i ,X^>t j ,Wi==t i ,W2 = t j )  
=  Ci j^ i j ,  
where Consequently, the non-parametric likelihood is 
proportional to 
i = n n • (3.3) 
i=l j=l  
Since we are only interested in estimating the joint failure probabilities we 





i=ij=i E E E E (3-4) I L fc=j+l i=»+l i=i+lfc=i+l 
with respect to ir^j. 
3.2 Likelihood Equations 
The restrictions on the {ir^j} must be considered when (3.4) is maximized. The 
assumptions that the the marginal survival distributions for two life time variables in 
each pair are homogeneous and the two life time variables are exchangeable random 
variables imply that is equal to for all (i,j). Since ir^j is a joint failure 
probability, ir^j is not less than zero for any and the sum of the is 1. For 
these restrictions, the number of parameters to estimate is a{a + l)/2 — 1. 
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From (3.4), log L* is 
fijlogTr.j +Cl<j(log ^ TT.Jt) + C2,j(log TTl j )  +  CCi j {log ^ ^ TT/it) 
Jfe=i+i /=t+i /=j+i Jt=i+i 
(3.5) 
To eliminate the need to check the restrictions, 0 < < 1 and 23 H '^ij = 1 , in 
iterative numerical algorithms for maximizing log L*, make the transformation = 
/ \ 0 ' '  log Since = rraaexp the log likelihood function (3.5) becomes 
m I _a g 
A = +log'raa) + C'lij[log(7raa $3 «^'*)] + ^ 2;j[Iog(xQa )] 
i,i \ Ar=i+1 l=i+l 
+ CC,-,[l0g(Xaa i: E 
J=t+1 fc=j+l 1 
= nlogTTao + X^ + Cl i j  [iog( E 
k=j+l 
+ C2o[log( E e'''>)] + CCo[log( E E «'"•)] 
/=x+i ;=<+! Jt=i+i ) •  
where tToo is 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
This must be maximized subject to the constraints that 9j^j = Oj^ for all (i,i). 
Now consider the first paxtial derivative of A with respect to O^j. Since we 
assume ir^j is equal to TTjj, 9jj is equal to 0j^. Thus there are two cases for the first 




= —2niraaG^^^ + {Fuv  H" ^uu) 
u—1 
+ E 
i= l  





iP^u j  "I" ^^ iu)  ' J U i  
Q&UV 
u — 1 u — 1  
+ E E 
z=l  j=l  
iCCi j  +  CCj i )— 
p^UV 
Y^a Y^a P^Zib 
^ l=i+l  ^ k=j+l  ® 
(3.8) 
If « = u, then 
dA 
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Equations (3.8) and (3.9), the likelihood equations for must be solved numer­
ically using some iterative algorithm. If there is no censoring, equations (3.8) and 
(3.9) have explicit solutions 
9uv = log(-^it?; + Fvu) — log(2Faa) 
duu = log Fuu — log(-faa)' (3.10) 
Then a set of starting values for the iterative algorithm is obtained by solving (3.10) 
using only the {F^j} counts and ignoring the counts in Cl,C2, and CC. We used 
the Davidson-Fletcher-Powell method, which is originally due to Davidson (1959) and 
justified by Fletcher and Powell (1963), to get close to the solution and then applied a 
few iterations of a Newton-Raphson algorithm to get the final answer. The Newton-
Raphson algorithm requires second partial derivatives, and the inverse of the matrix 
of second partial derivatives evaluated at the final solution provides an estimate of 
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the covariance matrix for the parameter estimates. The fourteen different formulas 
used to compute the second partial derivative matrix are shown in Appendix A. The 
S-plus programs used to evaluate the loglikelihood (3.6), the first partial derivatives 
of the loglikelihood (3.6), and the second partial derivatives of the loglikelihood (3.6) 
with respect to O^j are listed on Appendix B. The procedure for evaluating MLE's is 
further discussed in Chapter 4. 
We can get the MLE's of the Tr^'j's directly from the MLE's for the O^j^s. It 
follows that the MLE's of the marginal survival probabilities axe 
4  =  1 - E E  ^2 7 '  / s  =  l , 2 , - - . , m .  ( 3 . 1 1 )  
i=l j=l  
The MLE's for the joint survival probabilities are given by 
A ° ° Cij= E E .%• 
l=i+lk=j+l  
From the large sample properties of maximum likelihood estimates (Lehmann, 
A A A  A A  A A  A  
1983), 0 = (^11,012, ^22'"""' ^ 2a' %3>' • •, • • •, &ma) is asymptotically nor­
mal with asymptotic mean 0 and covariance matrix equal to the inverse of the ex­
pectation of the negative of the second partial derivative matrix of (3.6). Since 7r,P, 
and ( are functions of 6, their MLE's also have the asymptotic normality and other 
properties such as "efficiency" and "consistency" by the invariance property of the 
MLE, and the covariance matrices of P and ( can be evaluated by Delta method, 
where tt, P, and ^ are corresponding vectors of {irij}, {Pi}, and {Cjj}-
It is not difficult to derive the likelihood function for general multivariate re­
sponse times, but it is more tedious to obtain the likelihood equations and the sec­
ond partial derivative matrix because the number of parameters increases as you 
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include triplets, quadruples, etc. Including triplets and quadruples can also increase 
the chance that the MLE's are not unique. Uniqueness and existence of MLE's are 
discussed in the next section for the case dealing only with pairs. 
3.3 Existence and Uniqueness of MLE 
Campbell (1981) studied bivariate survival estimators using the non-parametric 
likelihood (3.4) parameterized in terms of the survival probabilities and dis­
cussed existence and uniqueness of the maximum likelihood estimates. However 
Campbell (1981) did not include either the symmetry restrictions or the weaker 
restrictions corresponding to homogeneous margins. The matrix of second partial 
derivatives with respect to {Cij} is less tedious to derive than the second partial 
matrix with respect to {irj^j} under the symmetry restrictions, but maximizing the 
loglikelihood function with respect to {Cij} requires an algorithm for constrained opti­
mization to ensure that resulting parameter estimates satisfy the restriction Qj ^ 
for i,j such as i < j and k < I. Consequently, we previously expressed the loglikeli­
hood as a function of but in this section it is more convenient to express the 
loglikelihood as a function of {Cjj}-
Campbell (1981) showed that a bivariate self-consistent estimate is a MLE. He 
proved existence of the MLE and showed that the likelihood function is convex in 
the 's. This implies that the likelihood is unimodal and the MLE is unique up to 
possible flat spots. The arguments in his paper can be modified to show that the 
bivariate self-consistent estimate is a MLE and discuss the existence and uniqueness 
of the maximum likelihood estimate for under the restrictions of homogeneous 
margins and symmetry for 
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Recall that the four data tables are denoted by 
F + F  F =  






C1 + C2' 
2 
CC + C(7 
2 
We will show that the likelihood function is convex function of the parameters under 
the symmetry restrictions, = Cji by showing the matrix of second partial deriva­
tives of — logZ*, denoted by M, with respect to the ^^j's is nonnegative definite by 
decomposing this matrix in a manner similar to that used by Campbell. 
Define the matrix K by multiplying each element the IJ  x IJ  matrix M by the 
corresponding element o( .Q = (9(y)(jfc/))» where x 
^ i jkh  
2 if i = j  and k  =  1,  
1 if i = j  and A: /, 
or i  ^  j  and k  =  I ,  
.5 elsewhere. 
Then, the matrix K has all nonnegative entries. 
Next define the following matrices: 
2CC-  •  CC-  •  
• ly is diagonal IJ  x IJ  matrix with entries —at { i i ) { i i )  and —^ at 
(u ) (u) ,  for  i  ^  j .  
• Ai i j  is the IJ  X IJ  matrix with ones at { i j ) { i j ) ,  — 1), { i , j  — l)(u), 
and {i,j — l){i,j — 1) with zeros elsewhere. 
^ i jk l  ~  * 
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• A2ij  is the IJ  x IJ  matrix with ones at {i j ){ j i ) ,  — 1,0> ihJ  ~  1)00? 
and {i,j — l)(j — l,i) with zeros elsewhere. 
• Bii j  is the IJ  X IJ  matrix with ones at {i j ){ i j ) ,  { i  — l,i)(u), — 1, j)) 
and (i — l,j)(i — 1, j) with zeros elsewhere. 
• B2ij  is the IJ  x IJ  matrix with ones at (v)(ji), {i  — l,i)(jO» I)? 
and (i — l,j){j,i — 1) with zeros elsewhere. 
• Diij be the IJ x IJ matrix with ones at (k l ){kT)  with zeros elsewhere, where 
k,k '  = i  — I  or  i ,  and l , t= j  — I  or  j .  
• I^2ij ^ /J matrix with ones at {kl){Ik '}  with zeros elsewhere, where 
k,k '  = i  — 1 or  i ,  and / ,  r=  j  — 1  or  j .  
Then, the K matrix is decomposed as 
K = 
hi  i j  i j  
+ ^ ^ij^2ij •'" ^hj^2ij + (3.12) 
iJ  i j  i j  
C2ij Clij Fij 
where a^j = —2^^ij ~ —2 ' ^ij ~ "2 nonnegative. Since W, ^mij^ 
^i j  '^ i j  ^^ j .  
Bmiji and Dj^jj, for m = 1,2, are all nonnegative definite, K is a nonnegative 
definite matrix , and it is obviously symmetric. 
Next let T be the first column of ^2 E, where E = ' ^{i j )[kl)  ~  
(_l)i+j(_l)i+( X where 
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= < 
.5 if i  — j  and k = I,  
1 i i  i  = j  and k ^  I,  
or i  ^  j  and k = I,  
2 elsewhere.  
Note that E * K = M, where indicates eiementwise multipHcation. Then, by 
defining z  as  
z = T * X, (3.13) 
it follows that 
x 'Mx = z 'Kz,  (3.14) 
for any x.  Hence, x 'Mx > 0 for any x because K is a nonnegative matrix for. It 
follows that M is a nonnegative definite matrix , too. For example, suppose we have 
a 4 by 4 nonnegative definite matrix 
/ 
/i'4x4 = 
a b c  d 
b e  f  9  
c  f  h  i  
d 9  i  3 
Then, M is 
M4x4 = 
.5a -b  —c .5d 
-b  2e 2/ 
~9 
—c 2/ 2h —i 
.U 
-9  —i j  
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and elements of z  are 
z\ = yfli xj ^2 ~ ""V^ ®2 
^3 = —0:3 24 = \/3 X4 
in (3.13). 
M need not be positive definite. This implies that the loglikelihood function can 
have flat spots when there are censored observations. Numerical procedures for max­
imizing the loglikelihood allow for additional searching if a flat spot is encountered 
to determine if further improvement in maximizing the likelihood can be achieved 
by leaving the flat spot. If not, an estimate that maximizes the likelihood has been 
found, but it is not unique. On the other hand, the MLE exists and is unique if the 
algorithm converges to a point where M is positive definite. 
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CHAPTER 4. SIMULATION STUDY 
In this Chapter we present results of a simulation study for comparing finite 
sample properties of the product Hmit(PL) estimator, the actuarial life-table(AL) 
estimator, and the maximum likelihood estimator(MLE) for marginal survival prob­
abilities developed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Attention is restricted to bivariate 
survival data. We examine the effects of strength of correlation between responses 
within pairs, the level of censoring, the number of time intervals, and sample size 
on the bias and relative efficiency of the estimators and the biases of the modified 
and unmodified Greenwood formulas for estimating the variance of the PL and AL 
estimators. 
4.1 Simulation of Bivariate Survival Data 
Bivariate distributions with identical Weibull marginal distributions were used to 
generate samples of paired failure times in the simulation study. Among the popular 
parametric distributions in the analysis of lifetime data, the Weibull distribution 
is the most widely used model in industrial and biomedical studies. Biomedical 
applications include analyses of animal carcinogensis experiments (Peto and Lee, 
1973), lung cancer incidence in cigarette smokers (Whittemore and Altschuler, 1976), 
a heart transplant study (Beck, 1979), and a leukaemia study (Aitkin and Clayton, 
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1980). The hazard function of the the two parameter Weibull distribution is 
When the shape parameter P is larger than 1, the hazard function is monotone 
increasing. The hazard function is monotone decreasing if /S < 1, and it is constant 
for ^ = 1, the exponential case. In this simulation study, pairs of failure times were 
generated from a bivariate Weibull distribution where the survivor function for each 
univariate margin has the form 
Lawless (1982) notes that P values vary across different lifetime situations, but 
in many applications P is in the range from 1 to 3 . Applications of Weibull survival 
functions in recent studies related to cancer, for example Hashimoto et al. (1992), 
Horio et al. (1993), and Yamaguchi et al. (1992), yielded estimates of survival 
curves with shape parameters close to 3. Peto and Lee (1973) obtained estimates 
of /? between 2 and 4 in their analyses of a series of carcinogenesis experiments. 
Beck (1979), Aitkin and Clayton (1980), Aitkin et al. (1983) and Peto and Lee 
(1973) considered the exponential distribution (/? = 1) in addition to the Weibull 
distribution. Consequently, /? values of 1 and 3 were selected for our simulation 
study. 
The value of the scale parameter 9 will depend on the time units of the measured 
lifetimes. Peto and Lee (1973) obtained estimates of 6 between 50 and 150 weeks 
when time was recorded in weeks. Thus, Weibull distributions with = 1 or 3 ,and 
0 = 100, were used as marginal distributions in the simulation of bivariate survival 
times. 
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Breslow and Crowley (1974) suggest that a uniform distribution can provide a 
good approximation to the censoring distribution in many cases. They used uniform 
censoring time distributions in a simulation study of the effect of the number of 
time intervals on the bias of the AL estimate. Since it often provides unbiased 
estimates of survival probabilities under uniform withdrawals, the AL estimator is 
generally prefered over the PL estimator in such situations. Thus, uniform marginal 
distributions were used to simulate censoring times in this Chapter. . 
4.1.1 Generating bivariate failure times with Weibull marginal distribution 
Pairs of correlated Weibull failure times were simulated as follows. First use 
the Moran (1967) scheme for generating a pair of correlated exponential random 
variables, (yi[,y^)- Here 
n = (f?+vi)i2 
and 
^2 = (f| + fIjA (4,1) 
where Ui,U2,U^, and C/4. axe generated from the Normal distribution with mean 0 
and variance 1 so that {Ui,U^) and {U2,U^) are mutually independent, but each 
pair has a bivariate normal distribution with correlation w. Then, Yi and are 
both standard exponential random variables with 
E(yj) = 1, and Var(yj) = 1, j  = l ,2  
and 
Corr{Yi ,Y2)  = Cov(ri,F2) = l /2Cov{U^,U^)  = 
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Table 4.1: Comparing Corr{Xi,X2) and Corr{Yi,Y2) = vP" 
0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 
Corr(Xi,X2) 0.084 0.276 0.451 0.648 0.878 
Next, two correlated Weibull random variables, Xi and X2 are obtained as 
Xi = 9YI I ^  
and 
^2 = (4-2) 
where 9 is the scale parameter and ^ is the shape parameter for each of the Weibull 
margins. 
The relationship between and the correlation between X^ and X2 was ap­
proximated with an additional set of simulations. For each value, = 0.0,0.1, 
0.2, • • •, 0.9, we generated 10,000 pairs of (-Yj, X2) values given 9 = 100 and /? = 3, to 
approximate the correlation between Xi and X2- Estimated values of Corr{Xi, X2) 
are plotted against in Figure 4.1 and the estimates of Corr{Xi, X2) are presented 
in Table 4.1. 
Using least squares estimation to fit a curve to the plot in Figure 4.1, we get the 
interpolation formula 
Corr(Xi, X2) = 0.8152u;^ + 0.1848io'^. (4.3) 
This curve is displayed in Figure 4.1, and it begins at (0,0) and ends at (1,1). Figure 
4.1 also contains a 45 degree reference line to show how much Cor(Xi,^"2) deviates 







A ; estimated COIT( X 1, X 2) 
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^=dgi;3a2 
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Corr(Y1 ,Y2) 
Figure 4.1: Comparison of Corr{Xi, X2) and. Corr(Yi ,  5^) = 
the results for the simulation study and the corresponding values of Corr(Xi,X2) 
can be determined from (4.3). 
4.1.2 Generating bivariate censoring times with uniform marginal distri­
bution 
Suppose the censoring time variable W has the uniform distribution on the 
interval  (0 ,07) ,  and the l i fe t ime var iable  X has the Weibul l  dis t r ibut ion,  Wei{9^P).  
Given Pc, the probability that a subject is censored, and values for 6 and we can 
derive the value of rc that provides a specific level of censoring. Since X and IV are 
independent, 
Pc = Pr(VK-JC<0)  
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roo fX 
= /q  /q  f{x) f{w)dwdx 
tw T too 
J[j w Jw 
= exp-C^/^')^ dx + exp-(^/^)^ (4.4) 
JO w 
roo T 1 1 
K - f (x)dx = -$ni+p-^)  (4.5) 
JO ^  07 
where f{x)  and f{w) are pdfs  for X and W, respectively. The approximate value 
roo fOO X 
of Pc (4.5) can be obtained since / f{x)dx and / —f{x)  dxaxe small for large 
JiaJ J'(JU 
value of 07. The accuracy of this approximation is presented in Figure 4.2. Then, the 
approximate value of zu using (4.5) is 
orci  + zs-i)  
m = ^ . (4.6) 
Pairs of correlated censoring times, (M^i,H^2) identical marginal distribu­
tions uniformly distributed on (O,07), were also generated using Moran's bivariate 
distribution with exponential margins. First, generate bivariate exponential random 
variables (^1,^2) as in (4.1). Then, compute 
Wi = 07(1 — exp(~^l)) 
W2 = 07(1 — exp("~^)). (4.7) 
Then, Wj has an uniform distribution on (0,07) for j=l,2. The correlation between 
Wi and W2 was approximated by computing the sample correlation of 10,000 sim­
ulated pairs for each = 0.0,0.1,0.2, • • •, 0.9 given 9 = 100, /3 = 3, and Pc = 0.2. 
These are displayed in Figure 4.3 as points on a curve lying below the 45 degree refer­
ence line. Estimates of correlations between and W2, are presented in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2: Accuracy of approximation (4.5) for the censoring probability when 
/3 = 1 and 6 = 100, 
Table 4.2: Comparison of CorT{Wi^W2) and Corr(YiyY2) = 
0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 
Corr(V7i,W2) 0.074 0.258 0.426 0.639 0.876 
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p. 
D : estimated Corr( W 1, W 2) 
^03029 
1738461 
0.6 0.8 1.0 
COIT(Y1,Y2) 
Figure 4.3: Comparison of Corr{W-^,W'^ and Corr{Yi ,  
formula 
Corr(H^]^, 1^2) = 0.7344io^ +0.2656iw^. (4.8) 
This formula is also constrained to force the curve through (0,0) and (1,1). For any 
the value of Corr(W\^W2) can be determined from (4.8). In the simulation 
study, we only used the case where vP" =0.9 to simulate correlated pairs of censoring 
times. 
4.1.3 Simulated data tables 
We used the S-plus (1991) function "rnorm" to generate vectors of standard 
normal random variables. These are used to compute values for (X]^,X2) in (4.2), 
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Figure 4.4: Survival probability when /? = 1 and 9 = 100. 
(minimi, W^l},6j,min{X2,Vy2}'^2)' where 6^ = 1 if min{Xj, = Xj, otherwise 
5,=0.  
Time was partitioned into intervals using either m = 4 or m = 9 inspection times. 
If m = 4, the intervals are (0,30], (30,60], (60,90], (90,120], (120, CXD). If M = 9, 
the intervals are (0,15], (15,30], (30,45], ,(105,120], (120,135], (135,00). The 
survival curves when /5 = 1 and ^ — S are shown on Figure 4.4 and 4.5. 
Given m, the data are now categorized into the four tables F,Cl ,C2,CC, de­
scribed in Chapter 3. To simplify the formulas these tables are slightly modified 
in this Chapter as follows: is the number of pairs where one unit of the pair 
fails in (if_i,fj] and the other unit fails in Cljj is the number of pairs 
where the first unit of the pairs fails in (if_i,^j] and the other unit is censored in 
C2i j  is  the  number of  pairs  where the f i rs t  uni t  is  censored in  {t j_i , t j]  
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Figure 4.5; Survival probability when = 3 and 0 — 100. 
and the second unit fails in CC^j is the number of pairs where one unit 
of the pair is censored in and the other unit is censored in for 
i , j  = 1,2,  • •  • ,  (m + 1) and Iq = = oo- The right censored units belong­
ing to the last interval (tm,oo) are not counted in either or but 
they are included in Thus Cl 
pairs is 
zj-
= 0 for any z, and CC, 
= 0 for any z, C2 {m+l)j  = 0 for any j, 
(m+l)j = 0 for any j .  Thus the total number of 
m+lm+l 
" =  E  Ei^i j  + ci i j  + c2i j  + cci j ) .  
i=l j=l 
Then, we can classify the simulated times for each pair into one of the four data 
tables: F, Cl, C2, and CC, as described above. When no distinction is made between 
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the two members of any pair, the tables are modified as follows: 
(71 = £1^  
C? = 
CC = ^4^, 
where F'is the transpose of F. Note that CI is identical to C2'after this modification. 
4.2 Procedure 
In this section, we describe the procedures used to evaluate the PL estimate, AL 
estimate, and the MLE, and also their variances and covariances, from the four data 
tables: F,C1,C2, and CC. Let a be m + 1. Thus, the time interval boundaries are 
^0 < ^1 < ^2 where ig = ^ ^o. = ~ table can be 
considered as a a by a matrix, where a is the number of time intervals. The elements 
of four tables are expressed as follows: F^j = F[i,j],Clij = C\[i,j],C2^j = C2[i,j], 
and CC^j = CC[i, j]. 
4.2.1 PL estimate 
Define the elements of two vectors D and C as 
= E (J'l'.il + + Cl(i,i] + C2b',i)) (4,9) 
i=l  
Ci = E(ClU,i |  + C2[i , i )  + CC[i , i ]  + CC[; , i ]) ,  (4.10) 
i=i  
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where i  = 1,2,3, • • •, a, and a is the number of intervals. Then Dj^ is the number of 
individuals observed to fail within the interval and C^- is the number of individuals 
censored within the interval. 
Let be the number of individuals at risk during the interval, then is 
= (4.11) 
where n is the number of pairs and Ni = 2n. 
Let be the conditional failure probability and be the survival probability 
defined at section 2.2, and denote estimators by 
= (4.12) 
and 
A = n ( l - 9 A ) .  ( 4 - 1 3 )  
h=l 
respectively. is called the PL estimate in this paper. 
The following quantities are used to obtain the estimate of the covariance matrix 
of the JP^'S described in section 2.2. Define 
= l; i: W,jl + C'l[i,j) + C2[i,j) + C'C[i,j]) (4.14) 
i=hj=h 




% = JT, 
.  _ 
Nhh 
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(F[i, h] + F[h,  i]  + Cl[h,  i]  + C2[i, h])  





f : iF\ j ,h]  + F[hJ] + Cl[h, j]  + C2\j ,h])  
j=h' 
{F[i ,  h]  + F[h\  i]  + Cl[h' ,  i]  + C2[i ,  h])  
hhK = 
n 
In bivariate case, ^ of equation (2.5) and Kf^h' of equation (2.6) are sim-
i=l  
plified as follows: 
= E EW,jl  + c ' i i i , j i  +  c2(i , i i  + c 'c[ i , j i )  
i=l i=hj=h 
'<hK = E i:_(f[i.il + Cl[i,jl + C2[i,ij + CC[i,j]) 
i=hj=h' 
+ J2 f : iF\ j , i]  + Cl\ j , i]  + C2\j , i]  + CC\j , i]) .  (4.17) 
i=hj=h' 
n 
Note that ^ Kf^^ is equal to Nf^f^ and is equal to 2 times of 
2=1 
4.2.2 AL estimate 
n 
For the AL estimate, we need to adjust ^ Kf^^, and (or 
i=l 
uniform censoring within time intervals. Essentially this considers each censored 
observation as being at risk for half of the time intervals. The adjusted quantities 
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are 
(Ef_ vCiy, A1 + ccy, h]) + (E?_. C2[/.-, i| + cc[k; ij) 
N-hK = NHK--^ ^ — 
n 
E «'hi = N-hh 
i=l  
K'hh' = (4.18) 
These adjusted quantities are substituted into the formulas for the PL estimate and 
its variances to get the AL estimate and its variance. 
4.2.3 Maximum likelihood estimation 
The Davidson-Fletcher-Powell(DFP) method can be applied when only the first 
partial derivative is available, and Newton-Raphson method requires the second par­
tial derivative matrix. These two algorithms were used to find the estimates of the 
9ij^s in the log likelihood function (3.6). For 10 time intervals, the time required 
to compute the second partial derivative matrix makes it more efficient to first use 
the Davidson-Fletcher-Powell method to get close to the solution and then use a few 
iteration of the Newton-Raphson method to get the final answer. However for 5 time 
intervals, it took just a few minutes to get a solution when only the Newton-Raphson 
method was used. 
Equation (3.10) was used to obtain a starting values for the DFP algorithm. 
They were also used to obtain starting values for the Newton-Raphson method in the 
case with 5 time intervals. If = 0, then 9uv = —oo in the equation (3.10). In 
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A 
this case, —10 is used for Ouv as a starting value of Ouv-
The maximum of the absolute values of the diiFerences between the values at 
successive iterations was used for the converge criterion of the Newton-Raphson algo­
rithm. for the DFP algorithm, the Euclidean distance between vectors of estimates 
from successive iterations was used for a stopping rule. The critical value selected 
for the convergence criterion will affect the accuracy of the final solutions and the 
computing time. In my simulation program, 0.0001 was selected as the critical value 
of the convergence criterion for the DFP algorithm and 0.00001 was chosen for the 
Newton-Raphson method. 
4.3 Results 
The following results were obtained from 500 simulated data sets for each case. 
The PL, AL, and maximum likelihood estimates of survival probabilities were derived 
for each data set, and the means and variances of those estimates were computed. 
Now define the following quantities: 
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TPj^ = True marginal survival probability at time 
MAf^ = Average of 500 AL estimates of Pf^ 
MPf^ = Average of 500 PL estimates of 
MMf^ = Average of 500 MLE of 
VA= Variance of 500 AL estimates of 
VPf^ = Variance of 500 PL estimates of P^ 
VMf^ = Variance of 500 MLE of P^ 
AvuAf^ = Average of 500 estimates of Var(AL estimate) 
from the unmodified Greenwood formula 
AvuPfj^ = Average of 500 estimates of Var(PL estimate) 
from the unmodified Greenwood formula 
AvmAf^ = Average of 500 estimates of Var(AL estimate) 
from the modified Greenwood formula 
AvmPfj^ = Average of 500 estimates of Var(PL estimate) 
from the modified Greenwood formula 
AvMfj^ = Average of 500 estimates of Var(MLE) 
from the second partial derivative matrix, 
where the unmodified Greenwood formula is based on standard life-table analysis 
that assumes the responses are all independent of each other. 
4.3.1 Bias for the true survival probabilities 
The means of the PL estimates, AL estimates, and MLE's computed from the 
500 simulated data sets were compared to the true survival probabilities to check the 
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bias. Define the average of the bias estimates across the time intervals as 
m 
mB(x)  = — , (4.19) 
m 
where Mxf^ can be or MMf^. A second measure that does not allow 
positive bias in some time intervals to cancel negative bias from other intervals is 
m 
mB^ix)  = i=i . (4.20) 
m 
Values of mB{x)  are shown in Table 4.3 and values of mB^{x)  are shown in Table 4.4 
for the MLE, PL, and AL estimates. Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 yield similar conclu­
sions. The biases are most affected by the proportion of censored observations, the 
number of time intervals, and the value of p. If the number of subjects is increased, 
the biases tend to be slightly reduced. The MLE and PL estimates are overestimated 
under uniform censoring scheme for any case. The AL estimates are slightly overes­
timated if ^ = 3 but slightly underestimated \i P = 1. The biases decrease as the 
proportion of censored observations decreases. As expected, biases for the MLE, PL, 
and AL estimates are less for the 10 time interval Ccises than 5 time interval cases. 
The biases for the cases with /S = 1 are less than those with ^ = 3 for the MLE and 
PL estimates. 
For any case, the AL estimate has the smallest bias, and the biases are rela­
tively close to zero because the simulated censoring observations come from uniform 
distribution. 
The MLE and PL estimates, derived under the same censoring assumptions, 
exhibit similar behavior. This is seen by comparing the values of mB(MLE) and 
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m5(PL) in Table 4.3 and comparing the values of m5^(MLE) and mjB^(PL) in 
Table 4.4. 
4.3.2 Compare VA^ to AvuAj^ and VPf^ to AvuPj^ 
When we ignore the correlations within groups, we may apply the univariate 
life-table analysis to get estimate of variances of survival probability estimates from 
Greenwood formula. Averages of ratios of estimates of standard deviations are used 
to make comparisons. Values of 
RUsd(?Vi = *==1 
m 
Rl/s iHAL) = A=jL\555.  (4.22)  
m 
are presented in Table 4.5 for each of the 27 cases considered in the simulation study. 
Values larger than one indicate that both AvuPj^ and AvuAj^ are underestimated by 
as  much as  26% where =  .8 and as  much as  7% when =  .3.  Both RUsd{PL) 
and RUsd{A.L) increase when either or the censoring probability are increased, 
but these ratios are not strongly affected by changes in the sample size, the number 
of time intervals, or the value of /?. 
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4.3.3 Compare VAj^ to AvmA^ and VP/j to AvmPj^ 
Simulated estimates of the true standard deviations are compared to the esti­
mates of the standard deviations of the PL and AL estimates obtained from the 
modified Greenwood formula by presenting values of 
RMs<HPL) = ' '=1 (4 23)  
m 
RMs<l(AL) = ft=l (4 24)  
m 
in Table 4.6 for each of the 27 cases considered in the simulation study. 
We did not find any significant effects of sample size, time intervals, censoring 
level, or ^ on either /2Msrf(PL) or i2M5c?(AL). The modified variance estimate 
tends to be slightly larger than the true variance for moderate sample sizes. Law­
less (1982) showed that Greenwood formula tends to slightly overestimate the true 
variance in the univariate caae, as well. 
Values of i2M5c?(PL) and RMsd{Kli)  are close to one. Therefore, the estimates 
of variances for the PL and AL estimates provided by the modified Greenwood for­
mula seem to be nearly unbiased. 
4.3.4 Relative efficiency of the MLE and PL estimators 
Since the MLE is asymptotically efficient and the MLE and the PL estimator use 
the same assumptions about the censoring distribution, we compare the simulated 
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variance of the MLE to the simulated variance of the PL estimator to check the 
efficiency of PL estimator. Define 
^ yph 
A-1 REMP = ^ (4.25) 
m 
Values of REMP are listed in Table 4.7. None of the factors appear to have a 
significant effect on REMP. Values of REMP are close to one. Thus, it appears 
that the PL estimator is a quite efficient even for small sample sizes. 
4.4 Summary 
MLE, PL, and AL estimators were considered to estimate marginal survival 
probabilities under a uniform censoring scheme for the 27 different cases. The number 
of time intervals, the censoring probability, and the distribution of failures {/3) affect 
the biases of all of these estimates. The AL estimator is less biased than either the 
MLE or the PL estimator. The bias for the MLE and the PL estimator can be 
reduced by increasing the number of intervals, increcising the number of subjects or 
reducing the censoring probability, but the bias for the AL estimator tends to be very 
slightly reduced by those factors. 
The true variance of the PL estimator is essentially the same as the true variance 
of the MLE for each of the 27 cases considered in simulation study. The true variance 
of AL estimator tends to be slightly larger than the variance of the PL estimator (See 
Table 4.8). The differences become smaller when either the number of time intervals 
or the number of pairs is increased. Consequently, we recommend the AL estimator 
for estimating marginal survival probabilities because it has smaller bias than either 
the MLE or the PL estimator and it is much easier to compute than the MLE. 
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The unmodified Greenwood formula substantially underestimates standard devi­
ations in the presence of positive within pair correlations. The estimates of variances 
of AL and PL estimates provided by the modified Greenwood formula are nearly 
unbiased. There are no significant factors that affect the estimates from the modified 
Greenwood formula. 
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Table 4.3: Comparing mB{x)  x 10^ for 3 estimates 
MLE PL AL m -f 1 Cen n id 
5.155 5.156 1.127 5 0.1 0.3 100 3 1 
2.697 2.839 -1.807 5 0.1 0.3 100 1 2 
7.103 6.747 2.695 5 0.1 0.3 50 3 3 
5.615 5.542 0.906 5 0.1 0.3 50 1 4 
5.852 5.842 1.820 5 0.1 0.8 100 3 5 
1.252 2.025 -2.458 5 0.1 0.8 100 1 6 
6.088 5.746 1.714 5 0.1 0.8 50 3 7 
3.692 4.444 -0.058 5 0.1 0.8 50 1 8 
19.024 18.18 4.377 5 0.3 0.3 100 3 9 
13.342 13.031 -2.303 5 0.3 0.3 100 1 a 
21.833 20.603 6.829 5 0.3 0.3 50 3 b 
15.097 14.529 -0.629 5 0.3 0.3 50 1 c 
19.336 17.492 3.892 5 0.3 0.8 100 3 d 
11.217 11.493 -3.528 5 0.3 0.8 100 1 e 
19.868 17.286 3.632 5 0.3 0.8 50 3 f 
13.139 12.804 -2.177 5 0.3 0.8 50 1 g 
0.637 0.637 0.637 5 0.0 0.0 100 1 h 
0.706 0.706 0.706 5 0.0 0.0 100 3 i 
5.306 5.302 1.270 5 0.1 0.2 100 3 j 
5.452 5.364 1.337 5 0.1 0.5 100 3 k 
4.709 4.531 0.490 5 0.1 0.3 200 3 1 
4.284 4.13 0.113 5 0.1 0.8 200 3 m 
4.543 4.311 0.278 5 0.1 0.5 200 3 n 
1.719 1.620 -0.227 10 0.1 0.3 200 3 o 
1.669 1.606 -0.239 10 0.1 0.8 200 3 P 
2.163 2.295 0.454 10 0.1 0.3 100 3 q 
1.775 1.633 -0.214 10 0.1 0.5 200 3 r 
m + 1 :  N u m b e r  o f  i n t e r v a l s  i n c l u d i n g  o o  
Cen: Censoring probability 
w"^: Correlation between two failure times 
n:  Number of pairs 
/?: Shape parameter of Weibull distribution 
id: Id for each case. 
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Table 4.4: Comparing mJ5^(x) x 10® for 3 estimates 
MLE PL AL m + 1 Cen y w n /? id 
36.758 36.949 1.906 5 0.1 0.3 100 3 1 
7.542 8.318 4.512 5 0.1 0.3 100 1 2 
70.782 63.462 10.790 5 0.1 0.3 50 3 3 
33.433 32.468 4.386 5 0.1 0.3 50 1 4 
44.543 44.281 3.924 5 0.1 0.8 100 3 5 
3.454 4.821 8.746 5 0.1 0.8 100 1 6 
55.340 49.303 5.537 5 0.1 0.8 50 3 7 
14.155 20.442 0.389 5 0.1 0.8 50 1 8 
517.517 469.921 28.409 5 0.3 0.3 100 3 9 
180.415 171.944 14.336 5 0.3 0.3 100 1 a 
660.981 582.554 60.499 5 0.3 0.3 50 3 b 
234.723 217.575 15.269 5 0.3 0.3 50 1 c 
516.422 420.200 19.272 5 0.3 0.8 100 3 d 
135.527 139.783 34.605 5 0.3 0.8 100 1 e 
568.735 425.696 20.077 5 0.3 0.8 50 3 f 
177.540 169.234 17.517 5 0.3 0.8 50 1 g 
1.415 1.415 1.415 5 0.0 0.0 100 1 h 
0.562 0.562 0.562 5 0.0 0.0 100 3 i 
39.555 39.577 2.478 5 0.1 0.2 100 3 j 
40.199 39.094 2.593 5 0.1 0.5 100 3 k 
33.256 30.804 0.893 5 0.1 0.3 200 3 1 
28.720 27.138 0.707 5 0.1 0.8 200 3 m 
30.531 27.580 0.503 5 0.1 0.5 200 3 n 
4.763 4.246 0.151 10 0.1 0.3 200 3 o 
4.293 4.021 0.279 10 0.1 0.8 200 3 P 
6.564 7.432 0.347 10 0.1 0.3 100 3 q 
4.707 4.018 0.265 10 0.1 0.5 200 3 r 
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Table 4,5: Comparison of VAto AvuAjj^ and VPfi to AvuPj^ 
RUsd[Vh) RUsd[M.) m + 1 Cen n id 
1.0410 1.0416 5 0.1 0.3 100 3 1 
1.0696 1.0693 5 0.1 0.3 100 1 2 
1.0754 1.0728 5 0.1 0.3 50 3 3 
1.0387 1.0413 5 0.1 0.3 50 1 4 
1.1918 1.1929 5 0.1 0.8 100 3 5 
1.2637 1.2632 5 0.1 0.8 100 1 6 
1.2063 1.2050 5 0.1 0.8 50 3 7 
1.2295 1.2300 5 0.1 0.8 50 1 8 
1.0530 1.0456 5 0.3 0.3 100 3 9 
1.0472 1.0444 5 0.3 0.3 100 1 a 
1.0793 1.0706 5 0.3 0.3 50 3 b 
1.0411 1.0400 5 0.3 0.3 50 1 c 
1.1997 1.1970 5 0.3 0.8 100 3 d 
1.2320 1.2355 5 0.3 0.8 100 1 e 
1.1812 1.1751 5 0.3 0.8 50 3 f 
1.2120 1.2145 5 0.3 0.8 50 1 g 
0.9937 0.9937 5 0.0 0.0 100 1 h 
1.0204 1.0204 5 0.0 0.0 100 3 i 
1.0283 1.0283 5 0.1 0.2 100 3 j 
1.0878 1.0892 5 0.1 0.5 100 3 k 
1.0272 1.0255 5 0.1 0.3 200 3 1 
1.1455 1.1441 5 0.1 0.8 200 3 m 
1.0675 1.0659 5 0.1 0.5 200 3 n 
1.0477 1.0470 10 0.1 0.3 200 3 o 
1.1734 1.1729 10 0.1 0.8 200 3 P 
1.0888 1.0896 10 0.1 0.3 100 3 q 
1.0984 1.0979 10 0.1 0.5 200 3 r 
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Table 4.6: Comparison of Vto AvmAj^ and VPj^ to AvmPf^ 
RMsd{PL) RMsd{AL) m + 1 Cen w n /? id 
0.9940 0.9976 5 0.1 0.3 100 3 1 
1.0105 1.0126 5 0.1 0.3 100 1 2 
1.0236 1.0239 5 0.1 0.3 50 3 3 
0.9805 0.9852 5 0.1 0.3 50 1 4 
1.0152 1.0173 5 0.1 0.8 100 3 5 
1.0363 1.0365 5 0.1 0.8 100 1 6 
1.0247 1.0245 5 0.1 0.8 50 3 7 
1.0093 1.0106 5 0.1 0.8 50 1 8 
1.0076 1.0085 5 0.3 0.3 100 3 9 
0.9988 1.0036 5 0.3 0.3 100 1 a 
1.0306 1.0300 5 0.3 0.3 50 3 b 
0.9933 0.9996 5 0.3 0.3 50 1 c 
1.0345 1.0363 5 0.3 0.8 100 3 d 
1.0264 1.0322 5 0.3 0.8 100 1 e 
1.0141 1.0108 5 0.3 0.8 50 3 f 
1.0113 1.0165 5 0.3 0.8 50 1 g 
0.9939 0.9973 5 0.1 0.2 100 3 j 
0.9966 1.0000 5 0.1 0.5 100 3 k 
0.9798 0.9803 5 0.1 0.3 200 3 1 
0.9732 0.9730 5 0.1 0.8 200 3 m 
0.9781 0.9784 5 0.1 0.5 200 3 n 
• 0.9882 0.9885 10 0.1 0.3 200 3 o 
0.9887 0.9886 10 0.1 0.8 200 3 P 
1.0077 1.0132 10 0.1 0.3 100 3 q 
0.9904 0.9908 10 0.1 0.5 200 3 r 
0.9683 0.9714 5 0.1 0.3 500 3 s 
0.9892 0.9881 5 0.1 0.3 1000 3 t 
0.9850 0.9828 5 0.1 0.8 500 3 u 
0.9883 0.9867 5 0.1 0.8 1000 3 V 
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Table 4.7; Relative efficiency of the MLE to the PL estimator 
REMP m + 1 Cen n id 
0.9966 5 0.1 0.3 100 3 1 
0.9981 5 0.1 0.3 100 1 2 
0.9991 5 0.1 0.3 50 3 3 
1.0023 5 0.1 0.3 50 1 4 
1.0069 5 0.1 0.8 100 3 5 
0.9979 5 0.1 0.8 100 1 6 
0.9975 5 0.1 0.8 50 3 7 
0.9984 5 0.1 0.8 50 1 8 
0.9969 5 0.3 0.3 100 3 9 
0.9938 5 0.3 0.3 100 1 a 
0.9873 5 0.3 0.3 50 3 b 
1.0035 5 0.3 0.3 50 1 c 
1.0061 5 0.3 0.8 100 3 d 
1.0053 5 0.3 0.8 100 1 e 
0.9863 5 0.3 0.8 50 3 f 
1.0015 5 0.3 0.8 50 1 g 
1.0000 5 0.0 0.0 100 1 h 
1.0000 5 0.0 0.0 100 3 i 
0.9959 5 0.1 0.2 100 3 j 
1.0033 5 0.1 0.5 100 3 k 
0.9994 5 0.1 0.3 200 3 I 
1.0006 5 0.1 0.8 200 3 m 
0.9985 5 0.1 0.5 200 3 n 
1.0007 10 0.1 0.3 200 3 o 
1.0027 10 0.1 0.8 200 3 P 
0.9972 10 0.1 0.3 100 3 q 
0.9974 10 0.1 0.5 200 3 r 
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Table 4.8: Comparison of true standard deviation of PL to AL 
^|yph m +1 Cen Z.2 n 13 id 
0.0273 0.0274 0.9951 5 0.1 0.3 100 3 1 
0.0361 0.0362 0.9968 5 0.1 0.3 100 1 2 
0.0393 0.0394 0.9988 5 0.1 0.3 50 3 3 
0.0495 0.0498 0.9940 5 0.1 0.3 50 1 4 
0.0315 0.0317 0.9950 5 0.1 0.8 100 3 5 
0.0426 0.0427 0.9971 5 0.1 0.8 100 1 6 
0.0447 0.0448 0.9976 5 0.1 0.8 50 3 7 
0.0585 0.0587 0.9961 5 0.1 0.8 50 1 8 
0.0297 0.0298 0.9952 5 0.3 0.3 100 3 9 
0.0368 0.0371 0.9906 5 0.3 0.3 100 1 a 
0.0423 0.0424 0.9971 5 0.3 0.3 50 3 b 
0.0516 0.0521 0.9895 5 0.3 0.3 50 1 c 
0.0341 0.0345 0.9893 5 0.3 0.8 100 3 d 
0.0431 0.0437 0.9855 5 0.3 0.8 100 1 e 
0.0470 0.0472 0.9946 5 0.3 0.8 50 3 f 
0.0598 0.0606 0.9864 5 0.3 0.8 50 1 g 
0.0267 0.0269 0.9956 5 0.1 0.2 100 3 j 
0.0285 0.0287 0.9946 5 0.1 0.5 100 3 k 
0.0192 0.0192 0.9980 5 0.1 0.3 200 3 1 
0.0216 0.0216 0.9972 5 0.1 0.8 200 3 m 
0.0200 0.0200 0.9977 5 0.1 0.5 200 3 n 
0.0180 0.0180 0.9998 10 0.1 0.3 200 3 o 
0.0203 0.0203 0.9995 10 0.1 0.8 200 3 P 
0.0256 0.0257 0.9980 10 0.1 0.3 100 3 q 
0.0187 0.0187 0.9994 10 0.1 0.5 200 3 r 
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CHAPTER 5. TESTS FOR EQUALITY OF TWO DISTRIBUTIONS 
WITH LIFE-TABLE MODEL 
5.1 Introduction 
There are several ways to test the equality of two survival distributions, which is 
often an important issue in the analysis of medical data and in industrial reliability 
studies. Gehan (1965) adapted the Wilcoxon test to censored data. Cox (1972) 
considered a two-sample problem with the proportional hazard model and derived 
an asymptotic two sample test statistic based on a score function. It is similar to 
test statistics (Mantel and Haenzel, 1959; Mantel,1963) obtained by placing each 
failed unit in a 2 x 2 contingency table. These statistics are applicable to ranked 
continuous survival time data assuming no ties in data. 
Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1973) developed a discrete model for interval censored 
data to solve the problem with ties in the Cox model. Thompson (1977) also studied 
methodology for grouping observations and a logistic model was introduced using 
Cox's (1970) binary data methods. The logistic model leads back to the Cox (1972) 
model as the grouping interval lengths approach zero. 
Lininger et al. (1979) considered situations where the experimental units are 
randomly assigned to one of two treatments within strata which are formed by values 
of covariates. They compared four test statistics, Gehan, Mantel-Haenzel, continu­
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ity corrected Mantel-Hcienzel, and Cox's test through a Monte Carlo study. The 
continuity corrected Mantel-Haenzel statistic was recommended by Mantel (1966). 
Note that the Mantel-Ha«nzel statistic was also called the log rank statistic by Peto 
and Peto (1972). The Gehan and Mantel-Haenzel statistics tended to have type I 
error levels closest to the nominal level a = 0.05, the continuity corrected Mantel-
Hcienzel statistic was consistently conservative, with a often less than 0.035. The 
Gehan statistic was only slightly less powerful than the other statistics. The power 
of these statistics mainly depended on the total number of failures observed and was 
otherwise little affected by the degree of censoring or the number of strata. Lininger 
et al. (1979) suggest that the Cox statistic may be preferable for large data sets with 
many regression variables. 
In small samples, Lininger et al. (1979) concluded that the Cox statistic is not 
so appropriate as a Mantel-Haienzel statistic because the type I error level for the 
Cox statistic is not eis close to the nominal level a = 0.05 as the type I error levels 
for the Mantel-Haenzel statistics. Farewell and Dahlberg (1983) showed that this 
result is due to the need to estimate a large number of nuisance parameters in the 
approach based on the Cox model. Thus, Farewell and Dahlberg (1983) suggest 
another method that does not require such estimation of nuisance parameters and 
they show that the modified model perform similarly to a Mantel-Haenzel statistic in 
small samples. All of these exhibit similar performance in large samples. Little work 
has been done on comparison of survivor functions using non-parametric estimates 
involving correlated response times. 
Methods for comparing non-parametric estimates of two survivor functions ob­
tained from interval censored data are developed in this Chapter. In section 5.2, we 
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review methods for the case where all response times are independent. Two different 
situations for the correlated response times can be considered: First, there are two in­
dependent sets of subjects, each set has independent groups and there are correlated 
individuals within groups. In this situation, each set of subjects is given a different 
treatment or each set of subjects is distinguished by a different level of a covariate 
such as sex or a certain medical condition. This case is discussed in section 5.3 and 
an example is given in section 5.4. The other case is where individuals within groups 
are randomly assigned to two different treatments. This case is briefly considered in 
section 5.5. 
5.2 Univariate Independent Response Times 
The simplest way to test the equality of two survivor functions uses the asymp­
totic normality for the estimates of the survival probabilities to obtain a Wald test 
as shown in section 5.3. Other methods presented by Lawless (1982) are reviewed 
in this section. The methods we consider here are extensions of univariate life-table 
methods to include a dummy regression variable. We define a dummy regression 
variable x that has the values 0 or 1 according to whether an individual comes from 
the first or second population. We now define the following quantities: 
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Nih = Number of observations "at risk" at time tj^_^ 
from the population, 
Dih = Number of failures in 
from the population, 
Cih = Number of withdrawals in J,f/j] 
from the population, 
= Pr(an individual survives past \ the individual is 
from the population), 
n*! — *-1-1 
= Pr(an individual survives past ] the individual survives 
past and the individual is from the population). 
For the time being we assume that the censoring events can only occur at the end 
of the time interval (ifi—iitfi]- The observed number of failures in 
are binomially distributed random variables with parameters (-ATj/j,! — Pih)- Under 




Let Nf^ be the risk set at time Dj^ be the set of individuals observed to fail in 
{^h—h^h\i of individuals censored in Then (5.1) can 
be expressed as 
n I n i^-Phi^i)] n p/i(®/)|' (5-2) 
h=l [l€Dh leNh-Df, J 
where p^(0) = and p/j(l) = P2h- Brown (1983) also used the binomial distribu­
tion of to derive a likelihood function. 
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Cox (1972) suggested the proportional hazards regression model with conditional 
hazard function 
h{t \ x) = hQ{t)exp{x^), (5.3) 
and conditional survivor function 
S(t \ x )  =  (5.4) 
where s is a vector of regression variables, is a vector of regression coefficients, and 
the baseline survivor function is 5*0(<) = exp l-i /iQ(u)(i«|. Then (5.2) can be 
obtained from (5.3) by assuming that the lifetime of an individual with regression 
variable x comes from a proportional hazard model. From (5.4), 
Pfi{x) = Pr(an individual survives past i/j | a?) 
= I x) 
= (5.5) 
Then, 
p . M  = 
= (5.6) 





This approach was introduced by Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1973). Let be 
then 
P/i(®) = [1 + ri^exp{xl3)]~^, (5.8) 
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and 
Note that this is a logistic model. Lawless (1982) notes that this model is flexible and 
convenient, as logistic models are in many other discrete data situations. Prentice 
and Gloeckler (1978) used a log(—logp^) reparameterization. 
A test that survival probabilities are the same for the two populations can be 
bcised on a score function. From the logistic model, 
Plh = ^'A(0) = (l + ''/^)~^ 
P2h = = + (5-10) 
Therefore, the null hypothesis Hq : = P2h equivalent io Hq : ^ Under 
Hq : /3 = 0, the test statistic derived from the score function is 
[/(ojio-s-
where £/(0) is the first partial derivative of the loglikelihood function with respect to 
(3, evaluated at = 0, and 7(0) is the second partial derivative evaluated at /? = 0. 
Under Hq, is approximately distributed as a x^(l) random variable for large 
sample size. 
An alternative method is to replace (5.2) by a partial likelihood suggested by 
Cox (1972). The partial likelihood is 
n j j (5 12, 
where df^ is the number of individuals observed to fail in and = 
Using the score function based on (5.12), we can test the equality of ft 
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two distributions. Lawless (1982) said that the two models are nearly equivalent and 
the tests are virtually identical when intervals are short. 
In the previous procedures, we have assumed that all censoring takes place at 
the ends of the time intervals. If censoring times are uniformly distributed within 
time intervals, Thompson (1977) suggests the following procedure. Define = 
— Dj^ — Then the likelihood (5.2) is replaced by 
m 
n 
h=i V e D f ,  l e G f ,  l e C f ,  
and the loglikelihood of (5.13) is 
(5.13) 
E ] E E P/iN + 0.5 P/i(®/)[- (5-14) 
h=:i (leDj, leGh leCh J 
This implies that the contribution to the loglikelihood of censored individuals in 
(t/i_l5 t}i] is halved. Under Hq : p^(0) = p;i(l), the maximization of (5.14) gives 
the estimates p/j = 1 — , which is the AL estimate, where n^, and cj^ 
are the number of individuals in D^, Nf^, and respectively. 
5.3 Correlated Response Times where Treatments are applied to 
Different Independent Sets of Cohorts 
Suppose that there are n independent groups, and some of the groups are ran­
domly assigned to one treatment, while the others are assigned to a second treatment. 
Within each group, the individuals may give correlated responses. Instead of exact 
response times, we have interval censored data. In this situation, it is often required 
to compare the effects of treatments. For this reason, we sometimes need to test the 
equality of two survivor functions. 
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The methods introduced in section 5.1 can not be applied in this situation be­
cause they are bcised on the independent responses. However, in Chapter 2 we showed 
the asymptotic normality of PL and AL estimates for this situation. Using this prop­
erty we can compare two survival functions. Let PI be the vector of true survival 
probabilities under the first treatment and let P2 be the corresponding vector of sur­
vival probabilities under the second treatment. PI and P2 denote vectors of either 
A 
the PL or AL estimates from Chapter 2. Covariance matrices of the Pi's, i=l,2, are 
derived in section 2.2.3 of Chapter 2. Some quantities used to estimate covariances 
of the PL estimates are introduced in section 4.2.1 and those for the AL estimates 
are introduced in section 4.2.2 of Chapter 4. 
Let V(Pi) denote the covariance matrix of Pi derived in section 2.2.3.4 of Chap­
ter 2. Then a test : PI — P2 = 0 is derived from a Wald statistic as follows. Since 
A A 
PI — P2 has an asymptotic normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix 
S = V(P1) + V(P2) under /i'o' statistic 
= (P1 - P2)'S-1 (PI - P2), (5.15) 
where S is the estimator for S computed from the estimates given in section 4.2.1 for 
the PL estimates of PI and P2, and it is computed from estimates given in section 
A 
4.2.2 for the AL estimates of PI and P2. S will be a consistent estimator if the 
appropriate assumptions about the censoring distribution are satisfied. 
Then, when Hq is true, has a distribution with m degree of freedom, 
A 
where m is the rank of S. 
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5.4 Example for Section 5.3 
The angioplasty data analyzed in section 2.4 can be separated into two indepen­
dent sets by any one of four variables: gender (male or female), presence or absence 
of diabetes mellitus (DM), occurrence or lack of occurrence of a previous myocar­
dial infarction (MI), or presence or absence of hypertension (HTN). We will make 
separate comparisons of survivor functions for each of these four factors. 
In Figures 5.1 - 5.4, PL estimates of two survival curves are shown for each of the 
gender, diabetes mellitus, myocardial infarction, and hypertension factors. Figures 
5.5 - 5.8 show corresponding curves by AL estimates of survival curves. Although 
the Figures suggest different survival curves for two levels of factor, tests based on 
(5.15) shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 reveal no significant difference for any of the four 
factors. This is a result of the high failure rates in the first 9 months and the high 
levels of censoring. Consequently, there are relatively few individuals at risk after 
months where the survivor curves appear to be most different, and variances of the 
estimated survival probabilities are large. 
As expected, values of the test statistics in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are smaller when 
variances and covariances are estimated with modified Greenwood formulas than 
the unmodified formulas. The differences between using modified and unmodified 
Greenwood estimates are not large in this case because of the large proportions of 
singletons in this study. 
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Table 5.1: test for equality of two survivor functions using PL estimates 





















Table 5.2; test for equality of two survivor functions using AL estimates 






















5.5 Correlated Response Times where Different Treatments are Applied 
within Individual Cohorts 
Suppose we can distinguish between response times within groups, for example, 
son or father, male or female litter mates, husband or wife, and so on. In these 
cases, positive within group correlations can increase the power of tests for comparing 
survival probabilities. 
Fujii (1989) tried to test for the equality of marginal distributions on positively 
dependent bivariate survival data for a special parametric model. He considered a 
bivariate survival model where given the value of a common vaiiable, the conditional 
survival times X and Y independently follow Weibull distributions with hazard func­
tions Pit'"' and 1 respectively, where ySj, ^2^ and r are unknown parameters. 
Then he proposed a test for equal to ^2' 
Clayton (1978) derived the constant odds-ratio model from the constant haz­
ard ratio model for discrete response times given an example of failure times from 
father-son pair. He suggested that estimating the association parameter 6 in the 
constant odds-ratio model is asymptotically identical to the Mantel-Haenzel (1959) 
pooled odds-ratio statistic assuming each pair of trials contributes independently to 
. 9 the information concerning 6 .  A x test statistic with 1 degree of freedom for the 
hypothesis 6 = 1, given by Mantel(1963) provides a test of the equality of the survival 
distributions for fathers and sons. 
The development of a Wald test to compare life-table estimators of survival 
probabilities in this case, is a subject for future research. Let PI is a vector of 
survival probabilities from the first treatment and let P2 be the corresponding vector 
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of PL survival curves for males and females 
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of PL survival curves for presence and absence of hyperten­
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of PL survival curves for presence and absence of hyperten­
sion 
A A A 
and P2 are not independent. Consequently, the covariance matrix of PI — P2 used 
in 5.15 is generally not appropriate. Conditional binary responses similar to those 
introduced in Chapter 2 may be used to derive an estimate of the covariance matrix 
of PI - P2. 
A non-parametric likelihood ratio test for paired data is obtained by testing 
the fit of the model considered in Chapter 3 against a quasi-symmetry model that 
does not restrict the margins to be homogeneous. For large sample sizes, this would 
provide a chi-square test with m degrees of freedom when there are m +1 time inter­
vals. Evaluation of this test requires development of additional S-plus functions for 
maximizing the loglikelihood for the quasi-symmetry model, alternatively, one could 
compare a model that requires homogeneous margins, but not symmetry, against 
Campbell's (1981) model. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 
The naive PL and AL estimators perform very well as point estimates for 
marginal survival probabilities in the presence of correlated pairs, triplets, quadruples, 
and so on. However, the usual Greenwood variance formula, based on the assumption 
that all response times are independent, leads to underestimation of variances and 
inflated test statistics in the presence of positive correlations within groups. The 
modified Greenwood formula derived in Chapter 2 provides accurate estimates of 
variances. 
The maximum likelihood estimator obtained from a non-parametric likelihood 
function based on a multinomial distribution for the observed counts is also a good 
estimator. The MLE is a self-consistent estimate and unique up to possible flat 
spots. The maximum likelihood estimation method provides estimates of joint bivari-
ate survival probabilities. Estimates of marginal survival probabilities are obtained 
by summing the joint survival probabilities. For the general multivariate case, the 
number of parameters in the loglikelihood function increases as group sizes increase, 
which increases the difficulty of evaluating MLE's, but the life-table estimates can be 
obtained easily and the variances and covariances are computed from the modified 
Greenwood formula without any iterative procedure. 
The MLE and the PL estimator exhibit similar performance with respect to bias 
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and efficiency. The life-table method with modified Greenwood formula is very useful 
and easy to compute in real situations for the point estimators, their variances, and 
testing equality of two or more survival curves. 
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APPENDIX A. THE FOURTEEN FORMULAS FOR THE SECOND 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE LOGLIKELIHOOD FUNCTION, 
dOyjxdOyz 
Note that a corresponds to oo here, (i.e., ta = oo). 
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APPENDIX B. S-PLUS PROGRAMS FOR MAXIMUM 
LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR 
Given S-plus functions for evaluating an objective function, the first partial 
derivatives, and the matrix of second partial derivatives, the objective function can be 
maximized with any of several available iterative numerical algorithms , such eis the 
Newton-Raphson algorithm. Consequently, we will only display the S-plus functions 
to evaluate the loglikelihood (3.6), the first partial derivatives of the loglikelihood 
(3.6), and the second partial derivatives of the loglikelihood (3.6) with respect to O^j. 
• Description of functions. 
— mle.nrobf ; compute JDL, the value of the loglikelihood function at the 
current parameter values stored in pmat. 
— mle.nrdl ; compute ders, the vector of the first partial derivatives of the 
loglikelihood function. 
— mle.mps ; make a vector from an upper triangular matrix. 
— mle.suvst; main program to compute ddmat^ihe matrix of second partial 
derivatives of the loglikelihood. 
T J 
— sub functions of mle.suvst to compute different cases of —. U1) 
* mle.ddu ; i f u  =  u  =  5  =  <  
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* mle.duudvv ] \i u = v,v < s,s = t 
* mle.duuduv ; if u = u,u = s,s < < 
* mle.duudst ; i f u  =  u , u < 5 < <  
* mle.duvduv ; if u < t;,u = s,v = t 
* mle.duvdut; if u < v,u = 3,v < t 
* mle.duvdstl •, ii u < v,v < s,3 < t 
* mle.duvdasl ] if u < v,v = s = t 
* mle.duvdss2 if u < v,v < 3,3 = t 
*  m l e . d u v d v t i f  u  <  v , v  =  s , 3  <  t  
* mle.duvdssZ \ if u < v,u < 3 < v , s  =  t  
* mle.duvdsv ; if u < v,u < 3 < v ,v  — t  
* mle.duvdst2 •, if u < v,u < 3 < v , t  <  v  
* mle.duvdstl ] if u < v,u < 3 < v , t  >  v  
Common arguments and variables. 
— F,C1,C2, CC] four data tables described in section 3 . 1 . 2 .  
— m ; number of time intervals, fjTj = 00 in these programs. 
— N ; number of pairs. 
— pmat ; matrix of values for 0^j = log (Tr^jlirmm')-
— pmm ; vrnm-
— LL ; value of the loglikelihood function at pmat. 
— dmat ; upper triangular matrix of 
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- ders ; vectorization of dmat, size is ' — 1 
i o tJeva'- (^LL 9LL dLL dLL dLL dLL ^ I.e., aera - »" •' > 962^' Sflas ' aflm(m-i) ' 
Q2 r r 
- ddmat ; matrix of —, size is 
' aOuvoOst' 
m(m +1) , , m(m +1) , 
—1— — 1 by — 1. 
o S-plus functions. 
"inl0.nrobi"<-
lunctionCm, pmat, prnn, F, CI, C2, CC, N) 
{ 
i <- 0 
LL <- 0 
ropoat { 
i <- i + 1 
if (i == m) 
ii <- m 
else ii <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
if(j == m) 
jj <- m 
else jj <- j + 1 
LL <- LL + FCi, j] * log(pmatCi, j]) + C2Ci, j] * log(( 
8im(pinatC(ii:m), j]))) + ClCi, j] * log((8um( 
pmatCi, (jj:m)]))) + CCCi, j] * log((sum(pmat[( 
ii:m), {jj:m)]))) 
il(j == m) 
break 
> 
il(i == m) 
brezik 
> 




lunction(m, pmat, pmm, F, CI, C2, CC, N) 
•C 
dmat <- matrix(0, m, m) 
dmatCl, 1] <- F[l, 1] - H * pmm * pmatCl, 1] 
V <- 1 
repeat { 
V  < -  V  + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
dmat[v, v] <- dmatCv, v] + (ClCv, j] + C2Cj, v])/sum( 
pmatCv, (j + l):m]) 
il(j == (v - 1)) 
break 
> 
if(v == (m - 1)) 
break 
> 
V <- 1 
repeat { 
V  < -  V  + 1 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
dmat[v, v] <- dmatCv, v] + CCCi, j]/3um(pmatC(i + 
l):m, (j + l):m]) 
il(j == (v - D) 
break 
} 
if(i == (v - D) 
break 
} 
it(v == (m - 1)) 
break 
} 
for(v in 2:(m - 1)) 
dmatCv, v] <- (pmatCv, v]) * dmatCv, v] + FCv, v] - H * pmm * 
pmatCv, v] 
u <- 0 
repeat { 
u <- u + 1 
V <- u 
repeat { 
V  < -  V  + 1 
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j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
dmatCu, v] <- dmatCu, v] + (Cl[u, j] + C2Cj, u] 
)/siim(pmat[u, (j + l):m]) 
il(j == (v - D) 
break 
> 
i <- 0 
il(u != 1) { 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
dmatCu, v] <- dmat[u, v] + (C2[i, v] + ClCv, 
i])/8\iin(pmat[(i + 1):m, v]) 




i <- 0 
il(u != 1) { 
repeat •[ 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
dmatCu, v] <- dmatCu, v] + (CCCi, j] + CCCj, 
i])/sum(pmatC(i +1):m, (j + l):m]) 
il(j == (v - D) 
break 
> 




dmatCu, v] <- dmatCu, v] * pmatCu, v] + FCu, v] + FCv, 
u] - (2 * N * pmm * pmatCu, v]) 
il(v == m) 
break 
> 
i±(u == (m - D) 
break 
> 




m <- lengthCdmatCl, ]) 
ders <- l:m 
jj <- 0 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- i - 1 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
jj <- jj + 1 
dersCjj] <- dmatCi, 
il(j == m) 
break 
> 






function(m, pmat, pmm, F, CI, C2, CC, N) 
{ 
u <- 0 
i <- 0 
k <- (m • (m + l))/2 - 1 
ddmat <- matrix(0, k, k) 
ii <- rep(0, k"2) 
repeat { 
u <- u + 1 
V <- u - 1 
repeat { 
V  < -  V  + 1 
s <- 0 
repeat { 
s <- s + 1 
t <- s - 1 
repeat { 
t <- t + 1 
i <- i + 1 
il(u == v) { 
il(s == t) 
if(v == s) { 
iiCi] <- mle.ddu(m, pmat, pmm, F, CI, 
C2, CC, H, t) 
} 
il(u < s) 
ii(3 == t) { 
iiCi] <- mle.duudvv(m, pmat, pmm, F, 
CI, C2, CC, H, u, t) 
> 
if(u == s) 
if(s < t) < 
iiCil <- mle.dv»iduv(m, pmat, pmm, F, 
CI, C2, CC, N, s, t) 
> 
il(u < s) 
il(s < t) { 
iiCi] <- mle.duudst(m, pmat, pmm, F, 
CI, C2, CC, N, V, s, t) 
> 
> 
il (u < v) { 
if(u == s) 
il(v == t) { 
iiCi] <- mle.duvduv(m, pmat, pmm, F, 
CI, C2, CC, H, 8, t) 
> 
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il(u == s) 
il(v < t) { 
ii[i] <- mle.duvdutCm, pmat, pmm, F, 
CI, C2, CC, H, s, V, t) 
> 
if(v < s) 
i l ( s  <  t )  
iiCi] <- mle.duvdatl(m, pmat, pmm, F, 
CI, C2, CC, H, u, V, s, t) 
> 
if(v == s) 
il(s == t) { 
iiCi] <- mlo.duvdssKm, pmat, pmm, F, 
CI, C2, CC, H, u, V, t) 
> 
il(v < s) 
iKs == t) i 
iiCi] <- mle.duvdss2(m, pmat, pmm, F, 
CI,  C2, CC, H, u,  V ,  t )  
} 
if(v == s) 
if(s < t) { 
ii[i] <- mle.duvdvt(m, pmat, pmm, F, 
CI, C2, CC, N, u, s, t) 
} 
i i ( s  >  u )  
if(v > s) •[ 
i f ( s  = =  t )  {  
iiCi] <- mle.duvdss3(m, pmat, pmm, F, 
CI, C2, CC, H, u, V, t) 
} 
i l ( v  = =  t )  i  
iiCi] <- mle.duvdsv(m, pmat, pmm, F, 
CI, C2, CC, N, u, t, s) 
} 
i f ( 3  ! =  t )  
il(t < v) { 
iiCi] <~ mle.duvdst2(m, pmat, pmm, 
F, CI, C2, CC, H, u, V, 3, t) 
} 
if{t > v) { 
iiCi] <- mle.duvdst3(m, pmat, pmm, F, 








ii(s == (n - D) 
break 
> 
il(v == m) 
break 
> 
il(u == (m - 1)) 
break 
} 
ddmat <- matrix(ii, k, k, byrow = T) 
ddnat 
} 
I l l  
"mle.ddu"<-
lujiction(m, pmat, pnun, F, CI, C2, CC, N, u) 
duu <-0 
j <- 0 
il(u != 1) { 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
sk <- pmat[u, u]/siiin(pmatCu, (j + 
duu <- duu + (ClCu, j] + C2[j, u]) * sk • (1 - sk) 
if(j == (u - D) 
break 
} 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
slk <- pmatCu, u]/sum(pmat[(i + l):m, (j + l):m 
]) 
duu <- duu + CCCi, j] * slk * (1 - slk) 
ii(j == (u - 1)) 
break 
> 









lunctionCm, pmat, pmm, F, CI, C2, CC, N, u, v) 
{ 
duudvv <-0 
il(u != 1) { 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat i 
j <- j + 1 
slk <- (pmatCu, u] • pmat[v, v])/((sum(pmatC( 
l):m, (j + l):m]))"2) 
duudvv <- duudvv + CCCi, j] * slk 
il(j == (u - D) 
break 
> 








lunction(m, pmat, pnm, F, CI, C2, CC, H, u, v) 
duuduv <-0 
j <- 0 
il(u != 1) { 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
sk <- (pmatCu, u] * pmatCu, v])/(sum(pmatCu, (j + l):m] 
) ) -2  
duuduv <- duuduv + (ClCu, j] + C2Cj, u]) • sk 
if (j == (u - D) 
break 
> 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
slk <- (2 » (pmatCu, u] * pmatCu, v]))/((sum( 
pmatC(i + l):m, (j + l):m]))"2) 
duuduv <- duuduv + CCCi, j] * slk 
il(j == (u - D) 
break 
> 









functioii(ni, pmat, pmm, F, CI, C2, CC, N, u, s, t) 
<. 
duudst <- 0 
if(u != 1) { 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
slk <- (2 * (pmatCu, u] * pmat[s, t]))/((3um( 
pmatCCi + l):m, (j + l):iii]))'2) 
duudst <- duudst + CC[i, j] * slk 
il(j == (u - D) 
break 
> 








luiiction(m, pnat, pmm, F, CI, C2, CC, N, u, v) 
{ duvduv <- 0 
aa <- 0 
j <- 0 
ii(u != 1) { 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
sk <- pmatCu, v]/3um(pmatCu, (j + l):m]) 
duvduv <- duvduv + (Cl[u, j] + C2Cj, u]) * sk * (1 - sk 
) 
il(j == (v - D) 
break> 
i <- 0 
repeat -C 
i <- i + 1 
si <- pmatCu, v]/sum(pmatC(i + l):m, v]) 
duvduv <- duvduv + (ClCv, i] + C2Ci, v]) * si » (1 - si 
) 
il(i == (u - 1)) 
break 
} 
i <- 0 
repeat C 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
slk <- pmatCu, v]/sum(pmatC(i + l):m, (j + 1):m 
]) 
duvduv <- duvduv + (CCCi, j] + CCCj, i]) * slk * ( 
1 - slk) 
ifCj == (v - in 
break 
> 
ii(i == (u - 1)) 
break 
> 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
sss <- ((pmatCu, v])"2)/((3um(pmatC(i + l):m, ( 
j + l):m]))"2) 
aa <- aa + (CCCi, j] + CCCj, i3) * sss 














functionCm, pmat, pmm, F, CI, C2, CC, H, u, v, t) 
<• 
duvdut <- 0 
add! <- 0 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
si <- (pmatCu, v] * pmat[u, t])/((sum(pmatCu, (j + l):m]))"2) 
duvdut <- duvdut + (ClCu, j] + C2Cj, u]) * si 
ii(j == (v - D) 
break } 
if(u != 1) i 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat -C 
j <- 3 + 1 
alk <- (pmatCu, v] * pmatCu, t])/((sum(pmatC(i + 
l):m, (j + l):m]))"2) 
duvdut <- duvdut + (CCCi, j] + CCCj, i]) * slk 
il(j == (v - D) 
break 
> 
if(i == (u - D) 
break 
} 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
silk <- (pmatCu, v] * pmatCu, t])/((sum(pmatC(i + 
l):m, (j + l):m]))"2) 
addl <- addl + (CCCi, j] + CCCj, i]) * silk 
il(j == u - 1) 
break 
> 








lunctionCm, pmat, pmm, F, CI, C2, CC, H, u, v, s, t) 
duvdstl <- 0 
il(u != 1) { 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat -[ 
j <- j + 1 
slk <- (2 » (pmatCu, v] * pmat[s, t]))/((sum( 
pmatCd + l):m, (j + l):m]))"2) 
duvdstl <- duvdstl + (CCCi, j] + CCCj, i]) » slk 
it(j == (v - 1)) 
break 
> 









function(m, pmat, pmm, F, CI, C2, CC, H, u, v, s) 
duvdssl <- 0 
i <- 0 
il(u != 1) { 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
si <- (pmatCu, v] • pmatCs, s])/((suin(pmatC(i + 1) :m, v 
] ) ) -2 )  
duvdssl <- duvdssl + (C2Ci, v] + ClCv, i]) * si 
iX(i == (u - D) 
break 
> 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
slk <- (pmatCu, v] * pmatCs, s])/((sum(pmatC(i + 
l):m, (j + l):in]))"2) 
duvdssl <- duvdssl + (CCCi, j] + CCCj, i]) * slk 
if(j == (v - D) 
break 
> 









functionCn, pmat, pmm, F, CI, C2, CC, H, u, v, s) 
i 
duvdss2 <- 0 
i <- 0 
il(u != 1) { 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
slk <- (pmatCu, v] • pmatCs, s])/((sum(pmat[(i + 
l):m, (j + l):n]))"2) 
duvdss2 <- davdss2 + (CC[i, j] + CCCj, i]) * slk 
il(j == (v - D) 
break 
} 









lunction(m, pmat, pmn, F, CI, C2, CC, N, u, v, t) 
{ 
duvdvt <-0 
i <- 0 
il(u != 1) { 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
si <- (pmatCu, v] * pmat[v, t])/((sum(pmat[(i + l):in, v 
] ) ) -2)  
duvdvt <- duvdvt + (C2[i, v] + Cl[v, i]) * al 
ii(i == (u - D) 
break 
} 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
alk <- (2 * (pmatCu, v] * pmatCv, t]))/((sum( 
pmatCCi + l):m, (j + l):in]))"2) 
duvdvt <- duvdvt + (CCCi, j] + CC[j, i]) * slk 
ii(j == (v - 1)) 
break 
> 








iimction(m, pmat, pmm, F, CI, C2, CC, H, u, v, s) 
duvdssS <-0 
i <- 0 
il(u != 1) { 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
slk <- (pmatCu, v] • pmatCs, s])/((3um(pmat[(i + 
l):m, (j + l):m]))"2) 
duvdssS <- duvdssS + (CC[i, j] + CCCj, i]) * slk 
ii(j == (s - 1)) 
break 
> 









functionCm, pmat, pmm, F, CI, C2, CC, H, u, v, s) 
{ 
duvdsv <-0 
i <- 0 
if(u != 1) { 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
si <- (pmatCu, v] * pmat[a, v])/((3iun(pmatC(i + l):m, v 
3))-2) 
duvdsv <- duvdsv + (C2[i, v] + ClCv, i]) * si 
ii(i == (u - D) 
break 
} 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
slk <- ((pmatCu, v] * pmatCs, v]))/((sum(pmatC( 
i + l):m, (j + l):m]))"2) 
duvdsv <- duvdsv + (CCCi, j] + CCCj, i]) * slk 
il(j == (v - D) 
break 
> 
if(i == (u - D) 
break 
} 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
slk <- ((pmatCu, v] * pmatCs, v]))/((sum(pmatC( 
i + l):m, (j + l):m3))"2) 
duvdsv <- duvdsv + (CCCi, j] + CCCj, i]) * slk 
if(j == (s - 1)) 
break 
> 








lunctionCm, pmat, pmm, F, CI, C2, CC, H, u, v, s, t) 
{ 
duvd8t2 <- 0 
i <- 0 
ii(u != 1) { 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
slk <- (pmatCu, v] * pmatCs, t])/((3um(pmatC(i + 
1):m, (j + 1):m]))"2) 
duvdst2 <- duvdst2 + (CCCi, j] + CCCj, i]) * slk 
if(j == (t - 1)) 
break 
> 
±ia == (u - D) 
break } 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
slk <- (pmatCu, v] • pmatCs, t])/((sum(pmatC(i + 
l):m, (j + l):m]))"2) 
duvdst2 <- duvdst2 + (CCCi, j] + CCCj, i3) * slk 
il(j == (s - 1)) 
bresdc 
} 








function(m, pmat, pmm, F, CI, C2, CC, N, u, v, s, t) 
i 
duvdstS <- 0 
i <- 0 
il(u != 1) { 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
slk <- ((pmatCu, v] * pmat[s, t]))/((8um(pmatC( 
i + l):m, (j + l):m]))"2) 
duvdstS <- duvdstS + (CC[i, j] + CCCj, i]) * slk 
il(j == (v - D) 
break 
> 
if(i == (u - D) 
break 
> 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat {. 
j <- j + 1 
slk <- ((pmatCu, v] * pmatCs, t]))/((sum(pmat[( 
i + l):m, (j + l):m]))"2) 
duvdstS <- duvdstS + (CC[i, j] + CCCj, i]) * slk 
if(j == (s - 1)) 
break 
> 




duvdstS <- 2 • N * (pmm"2) * 2 • pmatCs, t] • pmat[u, v] - duvdstS 
duvdstS 
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APPENDIX C. S-PLUS PROGRAM FOR THE LIFE TABLE 
ANALYSIS OF CORRELATED RESPONSES 
S-plus functions are displayed to compute the PL, and AL estimates and the vari­
ances provided by the unmodified Greenwood formula and the modified Greenwood 
formula. 
• Common arguments and variables. 
- dai ; list of data tables. 
* rfa^[[l]], rfa<[[2]], c?af[[3]], rfaf[[4]] correspond to F,C\,C2,CC for just 
pairs and triplets .... without singletons. 
* c?af[[5]] has two columns for number of failure and number of censored 
observations within time intervals ignoring groups. 
* note that F, CI, C2, CC contains 3 pairs for each triplet, 6 pairs 
for each quadruple, etc ..., when we make rfaf[[l]], </a^[[2]], </ai[[3]], 
(/a<[[4]], but not daf[[5]]. 
- pP ; vector of for PL. 
- PL ; vector of for PL. 
- Nh ; vector of number at risk for PL. 
A • 
-  V P L  ; vector of Var(Pi) from usual Greenwood formula. 
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— pA ; vector of for AL. 
A 
— AL ; vector of for AL. 
— aNh ; vector of adjusted number at risk for AL. 
A 
— VAL ; vector of Var(AL) from usual Greenwood formula. 
— covP ; covariance matrix of PL from usual Greenwood formula. 
— covA ; covariance matrix of AL from usual Greenwood formula. 
— mCovAL ; covariance matrix of AL from the modified Greenwood formula. 
— mcova ; covariance matrix of pA for the modified Greenwood formula. 
— mCovPL ; covariance matrix of PL from the modified Greenwood formula. 
— mcovp ; covariance matrix of pP for the modified Greenwood formula.. 
. - mvpA ;vector of Var(p^) for AL from the modified Greenwood formula. 
— mvpP ;vector of Var(p^) for PL from tlie inodified Greenwood formula. 
Description of functions. 
— main.life ; display all life-table estimates including modified ones. 
— sub functions of main.life. 
* alpl.life ; list the following vectors or matrices from the fundermental 
life-table method, 
list(pP, PL, Nh, VPL, pA, AL, aNh, VAL, covP, covA). 
* mgwA.life ; compute mCovAL. 
* sub function of mgwA.life. 
' A 
• mcov.AL ; compute mcova as V on Cow{Pf^) « dVd. 
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A 
• dPp ; compute d matrix on GOV(JP^) « dVd 
* mgwP.life ; compute mCovPL. 
* sub function of mgwP.life. 
• mcov.PL ; compute mcovp as V on Cov(P^) « dVd. 
A 
• dPp ; compute d matrix on Cov(P^) fa dVd. 




oout <- alpl.life(dat} 
outl <- ooutCCl]] 
sdPL <- sqrt(outlC, 4]) 
sdAL <- sqrt(outlC, 8]) 
out <- cbind(outlC, 2], sdPL, outl[, 6], sdAL) 
111 <- length(outC, 1]) 
out <- outC - 111, ] 
cat(" Output from the unmodified fill = T) 
catC" fill = T) 
catC'Col 1 ; Interval (I), Col 2 : PL estimate for P", fill 
catC'Col 3 : s.d(P) for PL, Col 4 : AL estimate for P", fill 
cat("Col 5 : s.d(P) for AL", fill = T) 
cat(" ", fill = T) 
print(out) 
F <- dat[[l]] 
CI <- datCC2]] 
C2 <- datCC3]] 
CC <- date[4]] 
kml <- outlC, 1:3] 
N <- HULL 
out2 <- mgRP.life(N, F, CI, C2, CC, kml) 
km2 <- outlC, 5:7] 
out3 <- mg«A.life(H, F, CI, C2, CC, km2) 
cat(" ", fill = T) 
cat(" Cov(PL) from the unmodified ", fill = T) 
print(oout C[2]]) 
cat(" ", fill = T) 
cat(" ", fill = T) 
cat(" Cov(AL) from the unmodified ", fill = T) 
print(oout C[3]]) 
cat(" ", fill = T) 
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cat(" fill = T) 
cat(" Cov(PL) from the modified fill = T) 
print(out2) 
cat(" fill = T) 
cat(" s.d(PL) from the modified; fill = T) 
cat(" i.e. square root of diag(Cov(PL))", fill = T) 
print(sqrt(diag(out2))) 
cat(" fill = T) 
cat(" COv(AL) from the modified fill = T) 
print(out3) 
cat(" fill = T) 
cat(" s.d(AL} from the modified; fill = T) 
cat(" i.e. square root of diag(Cov(AL))", fill = T) 
print(sqrt(diag(out3))} 
cat(" fill = T) 
cat(" , where s.d indicates that standard deviation.", fill = T) 
cat(" fill = T) 






m <- lengtli(datC[5]] C, 1]) 
Hh <- 0 • l:ni 
FF <- datCC5]][, 1] 
W <- datC[5]]C, 2] 
HhCl] <- sumCdatCCS]]) 
lor(i in 2:in) 
NhCi] <- HliCi - 1] - FFCi - 1] - W[i - 1] 
aNh <- Hh. - O.B * W 
qP <- FF/Hh 
qA <- FF/aHh 
qP[is.naCqP)] <-0 
qACis>iia(qA)] <-0 
pP <- 1 - qP 
pA <- 1 - qA 
PL <- 0 * l:m 
AL <- PL 
PLCl] <- pPCl] 
ALCl] <- pACl] 
for(i in 2:(m - D) { 
PLCi] <- PL[i - 1] * pPCi] 
ALCi] <- ALCi - 1] * pACi] 
> 
abcP <- dPpCpP, PL) 
covP <- (pP * (1 - pP))/Nh 
covP <- covP[i:m - 1] 
covP[i8.na(covP)] <- 0 
covP <- abcP diag(covP) t(abcP) 
VPL <- c(diag(covP), 0) 
abcA <- dPpCpA, AL) 
covA <- (pA * (1 - pA))/aHh 
covA <- covACl:m - 1] 
covACis.na(covA)] <- 0 
covA <- abcA diag(covA) t(abcA) 
VAL <- c(diag(covA), 0) 
RR <- cbindCpP, PL, Nh, VPL, pA, AL, aHh, VAL) 




lunction(F, CI, C2, CC, km) 
n <- length(kmC, 1]) 
Ih <- m - 1 
pA <- kmC, 1] 
AL <- kmC, 2] 
aHh <- kmC, 3] 
mvpA <- l:lh 
mCovAL <- l:lh 
gg <- 0 
F <- (F + t(F))/2 
CI <- (CI + t(C2))/2 
C2 <- t(Cl) 
CC <- (CC + t(CC))/2 
dCor(h in l:lh) { 
ggg <- 1 - pACh] 
mvpACh] <- ggg • (1 - ggg) 
mvpA[h] <- mvpACh]/aNhCh] 
aa <- sum(F[li:m, h:m]) + sum(ClCh:in, h:m]) -f suin(C2Cli:m, li:m]) + 
siun(CCCli:in, h:m]) 
bb <- FCh, h] 
eee <- 8iim(FC(h:m), h]) + sum(C2[(h:m), h]) 
aa.e2 <- aa - (sum(C2[h, (h:m)]))/2 - aum(CCCh, (h:m)])/2 
eee <- eee/aa.e2 
XXX <- bb/aa.e2 - (eee)"2 
XXX <- (2 * aa.e2 * xxx)/(aNhCh]-2) 
xxxCis.na(xxx)!] <-0 
mvpACh] <- mvpACh] + xxx 
mcova <- mcov.AL(F, CI, C2, CC, Ih, mvpA, aNh) 
abc <- dPp(pA, AL) 
mcova[is.na(mcova)] <- 0 





fimctionCF, CI, 02, CC, Ih, mvpA, aNh) 
i 
m <- Ih + 1 
mcovA <- matrix(0, Ih, Ih) 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
3 <- i 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
aaal <- sum(FCi:m, j:m]) suin(ClCi:m, j:m]) sum(C2C 
i:m, j:in]) + suin(CCCi:m, j:m]) 
eel <- 3Uin(F[i, j:m] + ClCi, j:m]) 
e02 <- sum(F[i:m, j] + C2Ci:ni, j]) 
adj.a <- sum(ClC(j:in), i]) + sum(C2Cj, (i:m)]) + sumCCCC 
(j:m), i]) + 3um(CC[j, (i:m)]) 
ad j. a <- ad j. a/4 
aj.el <- aaal - adj.a 
aa <- FCi, j3/aj.el 
el <- eel/aj.el 
e2 <- ee2/aj.el 
aa <- aa - (el * e2) 
aaCis.na(aa)] <- 0 
kij <- 2 * aj.el 
mcovACi, j] <- (kij * aa)/(EiNh[i] » aHh[j]) 
mcovACj, i] <- mcovACi, j] 
if(j == Ih) 
break 
} 
il(i == Ih - 1) 
break 
> 






h <- length(pk) - 1 
dnat <- matrix(0, h, h) 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- 0 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
dmatCi, j] <- PLk[i]/pkCj] 
aa == j) 
break 
> 






lunction(F, CI, C2, CC, km) 
m <- lengthCkmC, 1]) 
Ih <- m - 1 
pP <- kmC, 1] 
PL <-. tanC, 2] 
Bh <- kmC, 3] 
mvpP <- l:lh 
mCovPL <- l:lh 
gg <- 0 
F <- (F + t(F))/2 
Ci <- (CI + t(C2))/2 
C2 <- t(Cl) 
CC <- (CC + t(CC))/2 
lor(h in l:lli) { 
ggg <- 1 - pP[h] 
mvpPCh] <- ggg • (1 - ggg) 
mvpP[h] <- mvpPCh3/Hh[h3 
aa <- 8Tm(F[h:m, him]) + sum(Cl[h:m, him]) + 3im(C2Ch:m, h:m]) + 
sum(CCCh:o, h:m]) 
bb <- F[h, h] 
eee <- suin(FC(h:m), h] + C2C(h:in), h]) 
eoe <- eee/(aa) 
XXX <- bb/aa - (eee)'2 
XXX <- (2 • aa * xxx)/(Hh[h]"2) 
xxxCis.na(xxx)] <- 0 
mvpPCh] <- mvpPCh] + xxx 
} 
mcovp <- mcov,PL(F, CI, C2, CC, Ih, mvpP, Hh) 
mcovp[is.na(mcovp)] <-0 
abc <- dPp(pP, PL) 





functionCF, CI, C2, CC, Ih, mvpP, Nh) 
m <- Ih + 1 
mcovP <- matrix(0, Ih, Ih) 
i <- 0 
repeat { 
i <- i + 1 
j <- i 
repeat { 
j <- j + 1 
aaal <- sum(F[i:m, j:m]) + 3um(ClCi:m, j:m]) + suin(C2C 
i:m, j:m]) + suin(CCCi:in, j:in]) 
eel <- sum(FCi, j:m] + Cl[i, jrm]) 
ee2 <- sum(FCi:m, j] + C2Ci:m, j]) 
el <- eel/aaal 
e2 <- ee2/aaal 
aa <- FCi, j]/aaal 
aa <- aa - (el * e2) 
aallis.na(aa)] <- 0 
kij <- 2 * aaal 
mcovP[i, j] <- (kij * aa)/(lIhCi] * NhCj]) 
mcovPCj, i] <- mcovPCi, j] 
il(j == Ih) 
break 
> 
if(i == Ih - 1) 
break 
> 
mcovP <- diag(mvpP) + mcovP 
mcovP 
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APPENDIX D. ANGIOPLASTY DATA 
ID ; Patient identification number 
SEX (1; Male, 2; Female) 
DM : Diabetes Mellitus (l;absence, 2;presence) 
M I :  M y o c a r d i a l  I n f a r c t i o n  ( l ; a b s e n c e ,  2 ; p r e s e n c e )  
HTN: Hypertension (l;absence, 2;presence) 
Pair (1; singleton, 2; pair, ) 
Fail (.; if censored, 
th] the end of time interval if failed) 
Cen (.; if failed, 
th] the end of time interval if censored) 
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Table D.l: Angioplasty Data 
ID SEX DM MI HTN Pair Fail Cen 
C036 1 2 1 1 21 
D074 1 1 2 1 1 9 
B018 1 1 1 1 3 
D044 2 1 2 1 9 
F053 1 1 2 2 1 3 
F059 1 1 1 2 1 9 
E087 2 1 2 1 6 
D067 1 2 1 18 
D050 1 2 1 2 1 6 
E041 1 2 1 1 1 3 
B015 2 1 1 9 
E002 1 1 2 6 
E008 1 2 2 1 1 15 
D014 1 2 1 2 1 3 
D042 1 2 2 2 1 18 
D075 1 1 2 1 1 6 
E046 1 1 2 I 1 3 
E021 1 1 2 1 24 
D053 1 1 1 3 
F034 1 2 1 1 , 6 
D029 1 1 2 1 1 30 
D035 1 1 1 1 42 
D037 1 1 1 36 
D078 1 1 1 2 1 15 
F085 1 1 1 2 1 , 6 
BOll 1 2 2 1 3 
D034 1 1 2 1 1 15 , 
D064 1 2 1 1 12 
D060 1 1 2 1 3 , 
F080 1 2 2 1 , 6 
D061 2 2 2 2 1 9 
D084 2 1 1 1 1 . 3 
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Table D.l (Continued) 
ID SEX DM MI HTN Pair Fail Cen 
D028 1 1 2 2 1 15 
D070 1 1 1 2 42 
B046 1 1 2 1 1 12 
FOlO 2 1 2 1 1 6 
F019 2 1 1 1 1 6 
BOOS 2 1 1 1 3 
D049 2 1 1 1 1 12 
B028 1 1 1 2 1 54 
C014 1 1 1 2 1 42 
D073 2 1 1 2 1 6 
F077 2 2 2 1 3 
D072 1 1 2 1 1 24 
E032 1 1 1 2 6 
D082 1 1 1 1 1 6 
B044 1 1 1- 1 30 
B039 2 2 2 1 3 
F087 2 1 2 1 3 . 
E062 1 1 2 1 9 
DOll 1 1 2 1 1 , • 12 
C003 1 2 2 1 30 
D002 1 1 1 2 12 
E025 2 1 1 2 1 , 6 
C022 2 1 2 2 1 , 24 
B022 2 1 2 1 100 
E015 1 1 1 2 1 « 3 
F014 1 1 1 2 1 6 
E028 2 1 2 1 6 
C035 1 1 2 2 1 9 , 
E051 2 2 1 1 1 • 
D059 1 2 1 1 1 12 
E034 1 2 1 2 3 
D051 1 1 1 1 1 . 9 
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Table D. (Continued) 
ID SEX DM MI HTN Pair Fail Cen 
B003 1 1 2 1 , 3 
B024 1 2 1 2 • 3 
F044 2 1 2 1 . 9 
C015 1 1 1 2 1 • 3 
F035 1 1 1 2 1 • 9 
F047 1 1 2 1 3 . 
D025 2 1 1 1 1 24 
D063 2 1 1 2 1 • 9 
D054 2 1 1 1 1 30 . 
F030 1 1 1 2 1 . 9 
C006 2 1 1 2 1 3 
D022 1 1 1 1 , 42 
C012 2 1 1 2 . 30 
D009 1 2 2 6 , 
C027 1 1 1 1 • 3 
E066 1 2 1 1 2 6 
E066 1 2 1 1 2 3 . 
B034 1 2 1 1 2 3 . 
B034 1 2 1 2 18 
E064 1 1 1 2 2 12 
E064 1 1 1 2 2 12 
D006 1 2 1 2 2 3 
D006 1 2 1 2 2 15 
E073 2 1 1 2 2 6 
E073 2 1 1 2 2 3 
E052 1 1 I 2 2 • 21 
E052 1 1 1 2 2 9 • 
E014 2 1 1 2 2 9 
E014 2 1 1 2 2 9 • 
F018 2 2 1 2 3 
F018 2 2 1 1 2 
.  . •  3 
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Table D.l (Continued) 
ID SEX DM MI HTN Pair Fail Cen 
E059 1 2 1 1 2 , 3 
E059 1 2 1 1 2 • 3 
D069 1 1 1 2 2 12 • 
D069 1 1 1 2 2 • 3 
D038 2 2 2 2 2 . 6 
D038 2 2 2 2 2 9 . 
E006 2 1 2 2 2 3 . 
E006 2 1 2 1 2 9 
F054 1 1 2 2 2 12 
F054 1 1 2 2 2 12 
E009 1 1 1 2 24 
E009 1 1 1 1 2 24 
E027 1 2 2 2 2 3 
E027 2 2 • 2 2 3 
B012 1 2 1 2 6 . 
B012 1 2 2 1 2 6 
F061 1 1 2 2 2 . 
F061 1 1 2 2 2 12 
C018 1 1 1 1 2 12 
C018 1 2 1 1 2 9 .  
F075 1 1 2 2 2 6 
F075 1 2 2 2 6 
E023 2 2 2 2 3 . 
E023 1 2 2 2 2 • 3 
E071 1 2 2 2 9 • 
E071 1 2 2 2 9 • 
B040 1 2 2 1 2 3 
B040 1 2 2 1 2 • 3 
F074 1 1 2 2 2 • 6 
F074 1 1 2 2 2 3 • 
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Table D.l (Continued) 
ID SEX DM MI HTN Pair Fail Cen 
E067 1 1 1 2 3 
E067 1 1 1 1 2 3 
E068 1 2 1 2 2 3 
E068 2 1 2 2 3 
E022 2 1 1 2 18 
E022 1 2 1 1 2 18 
E060 1 1 1 2 2 3 , 
E060 1 1 2 2 3 
F084 1 1 1 2 2 9 
F084 1 1 2 2 9 
C034 1 2 2 1 2 18 
C034 1 2 2 1 2 18 
C002 1 1 2 2 2 30 
C002 1 1 2 2 2 3 , 
B038 1 1 2 3 30 • 
B038 1 1 2 3 30 
B038 1 1 1 2 3 • 9 
C038 1 1 1 1 3 6 , 
C038 1 1 1 3 6 
C038 1 1 1 2 3 • 9 
F031 1 2 2 3 36 
F031 1 2 1 2 3 3 
F031 1 2 1 2 3 3 
E058 1 1 1 1 3 9 , • 
E058 1 1 1 3 3 • 
E058 1 1 1 3 • 6 
B021 1 1 1 4 3 
B021 1 1 1 2 4 6 
B021 1 1 1 2 4 6 
B021 1 1 2 4 . 3 
D021 1 2 2 2 4 6 
D021 1 2 2 2 4 6 , 
D021 1 2 2 2 4 18 
D021 1 2 2 2 4 6 . 
